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Summary
This thesis presents a learning based approach to speech recognition and person recognition
from image sequences 
An appearance based model of the articulators is learned from example images and is
used to locate track and recover visual speech features  A major diculty in model based
approaches is to develop a scheme which is general enough to account for the large appear
ance variability of objects but which does not lack in specicity  The method described
here decomposes the lip shape and the intensities in the mouth region into weighted sums
of basis shapes and basis intensities respectively using a KarhunenLoeve expansion  The
intensities deform with the shape model to provide shape independent intensity inform
ation  This information is used in image search which is based on a similarity measure
between the model and the image 
Visual speech features can be recovered from the tracking results and represent shape
and intensity information  A speechreading lipreading system is presented which mod
els these features by Gaussian distributions and their temporal dependencies by hidden
Markov models  The models are trained using the EMalgorithm and speech recognition
is performed based on maximum posterior probability classication 
It is shown that besides speech information the recovered model parameters also con
tain person dependent information and a novel method for person recognition is presented
which is based on these features  Talking persons are represented by spatiotemporal mod
els which describe the appearance of the articulators and their temporal changes during
speech production  Two dierent topologies for speaker models are described	 Gaussian
mixture models and hidden Markov models 
The proposed methods were evaluated for lip localisation lip tracking speech recog
nition and speaker recognition on an isolated digit database of 
 subjects and on a
continuous digit database of  subjects  The techniques were found to achieve good per
formance for all tasks listed above  For an isolated digit recognition task the speechreading
system outperformed previously reported systems and performed slightly better than un
trained human speechreaders 
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Introduction
Human speech perception is inherently a multimodal process which involves the analysis
of the uttered acoustic signal and which includes higher level knowledge sources such as
grammar semantics and pragmatics  One information source which is mainly used in
the presence of acoustic noise is lipreading or socalled speechreading
 
  It is well known
that seeing the talkers face in addition to audition can improve speech intelligibility
particularly in noisy environments 
Automatic speech recognition ASR by machine has been an active research area
for several decades but in spite of the enormous eorts the performance of current ASR
system is far from the performance achieved by humans  Most stateoftheart ASR systems
make use of the acoustic speech signal only and ignore the visual speech cues  They
are therefore susceptible to acoustic noise and essentially all realworld applications are
subject to some kind of noise  Although several audiovisual speech recognition AVSR
systems have been proposed in the literature most systems were dependent on constrained
visual environments which prevents their use for realworld applications  The aim of the
speechreading system described here is to perform speaker independent speech recognition
for a large variety of speakers and without the use of visual aids 
Whereas speech recognition is concerned with the problem of nding an estimate of
the word sequence given the speech signal the task of speaker recognition is to recognise
the person that uttered the phrase  In analogy to the audiovisual perception of speech
human identication of persons is a multimodal process too of which the analysis of the
face and of the voice are two of the most dominant modalities  In the recognition of per
sons by machine these two modalities have usually been treated separately with visual
face recognition and acoustic speaker recognition being two of the main approaches  The
performance of a unimodal system can usually be increased by combining the information
of several classiers and recently a few studies have been performed on the integration of
face recognition and speaker recognition system scores  In these approaches face recogni
tion was based on a static face image which was recorded before the person was speaking 
 
Lipreading is the perception of speech purely based on observing the talkers lip movements  Spee
chreading is the visual perception of speech which also includes observation of facial and manual gestures 
Audiovisual speech perception is the perception of speech by combining speechreading with audition 
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Here a new modality for person identication is introduced which uses the temporal
image sequence of the talking person for identication 
The aim of the work presented in this thesis can be divided into three tasks	
 Robust lip localisation lip tracking and feature extraction in greylevel image se
quences of various subjects 
 Speech recognition purely based on visual spatiotemporal information 
 Speaker recognition purely based on visual spatiotemporal information 
Although the emphasis of the work is on visual speech and speaker recognition the problem
of audiovisual speech and speaker recognition will also be addressed brie#y 
Localisation
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Figure 
 
	 Overview of the complete system for audiovisual speech and speaker recogni
tion  In this work all components of the system are considered except the module for face
localisation 
Figure 
 
 displays the structure of an audiovisual speech and speaker recognition
system  The image and the speech of the talking person are recorded by a camera and
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a microphone respectively  Visual and acoustic features are extracted from these signals
and serve as input to a speech or speaker recognition module  The face localisation module
will not be considered in this work  All experiments were performed on two audiovisual
databases	 the Tulips
 database which contains recordings of digits spoken in isolation by

 persons and the MVTS database which contains recordings of continuously spoken
digits from  persons 
   Feature Extraction
Both visual speech and speaker recognition systems require some sort of features to be
extracted from the image sequence which provide the desired information  In the case of
speech recognition the features should contain information about the dierent speech units
spoken while in the case of speaker recognition they should provide information about
the identity of the person  Facial speech feature extraction and modelling has become
an important issue in both automatic speech processing and automatic face processing 
Potential applications include audiovisual speech recognition 
 recognition of talking
persons 

 lip synchronisation  speechdriven talking heads 
 and speechbased
image coding 
 
Facial feature extraction is a dicult problem due to the large appearance variabil
ity across dierent persons and due to appearance variability during speech production 
Dierent illumination and dierent pose of the face cause further diculties in the image
analysis  For a realworld application whether it is in a car an oce or a factory the
system has to be able to deal with these kinds of image variability  The robustness of
algorithms to such variability however has received only little attention in the research
community and was often circumvented by marking the subjects lips with a re#ective
marker by using very controlled lighting conditions for the recordings or by restricting
the experiments to one subject only 
Whereas the extraction of acoustic speech features is fairly established it is not well
known which visual speech features are important for speechreading and the investigation
of dierent feature extraction methods is still subject to much ongoing research  In this
work important visual features are determined from psychological and physiological stud
ies then an appearance based model aiming to represent these features is developed  The
emphasis of the method is to provide a robust feature extraction method which performs
well for dierent subjects and without the use of visual aids 
  Visual Speech Recognition
There has been much progress in automatic speech recognition over the past decade and
state of the art systems perform very well in controlled lab environments  However once
these systems are applied to realworld environments where background noise or crosstalk
are present their performance degrades signicantly   Such application environments
are for example an oce car factory or aircraft and essentially all of these are subject to
some interfering noise  Much research eort in automatic speech recognition has therefore
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been directed towards systems for noisy speech environments and the robustness of speech
recognition systems has been identied as one of the biggest challenges in future research

 
Noise sources can be divided into environmental noise speech related noise altered
speaking manner and channel$microphone related noise  Environmental noise can be
either continuous such as fans and engines or noncontinuous such as cars passing tele
phone ringing and competing speech  Speech related noise is dependent on the speech
signal and the room acoustics and can be caused by reverberation and re#ection  The ef
fect of altered speaking manner includes the Lombard eect which describes how speakers
alter their speech due to stress or background noise and other eects like diering speak
ing rate pitch stress and breath  Finally channel$microphone related noise can be due
to the use of dierent microphones dierent lter characteristics and limited frequency
bandwidth which can all alter the speech signal 
Several methods have been proposed for making ASR systems robust to some of these
factors  According to Gong  techniques for noisy speech recognition can be classied
into three categories	 noise resistant features and similarity measures speech enhance
ment and speech model compensation  Although several approaches have led to robust
recognition under certain noise conditions they often require the noise pattern and level to
be known at training time or they require the noise to be stationary or to be uncorrelated
with the speech signal 
Alternative methods for noise robustness are the use of close talking microphones 
These are however uncomfortable to wear and for some applications e g  video conferen
cing it is desirable that the user can move freely in the room and is not constrained to
talk closely to a microphone or to wear a head set  Microphone arrays have been proposed
to locate the talker by locating the loudest sound source   This approach sometimes
causes problems during speaking pauses when the person moves or during crosstalk  For
such cases it would be desirable to have a system that tracks the person and then uses
acoustic beamforming to enhance those sounds coming from the location of the talker 
Bub et al  
 have described a system where the face of the person was located and where
either the visual or the acoustic information was used for beamforming When competing
noise was present recognition results were shown to be better for visually guided beam
forming than for acoustic beamforming   In comparison to acoustic beamforming visual
beamforming suers in that it does not know if a given person is talking or not  Lip
tracking might be useful here to improve visual beamforming by determining if a person
is talking or not 
Another method for robust speech recognition in noise is to augment the acoustic
feature representation with visual features  It is well known that humans make use of
the visual modality and that their speech perception is enhanced by seeing the talkers
face especially when the acoustic speech signal is contaminated with noise   In the
presence of noise the visual signal is often complementary to the acoustic signal i e  some
phonemes which are dicult to perceive acoustically are easier to distinguish visually and
vice versa  Thus the visual signal often provides that information which is acoustically
most sensitive to noise and can therefore increase the robustness of acoustically based
recognition systems  Among the dierent noise sources listed above the visual speech
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signal conveyed by the talkers mouth movements is unaected by environmental noise
and by speech related noise and therefore represents an important information source for
acoustic speech recognition systems 
The work presented here describes a new method for visual speech recognition VSR 
The purpose of a VSR system is to combine it with an ASR system to improve the
performance of the acoustic system particularly in noisy environments  A combined AVSR
system will therefore be brie#y introduced to demonstrate the benet of visual information
on contaminated speech signals  However the focus of the work lies in the VSR system  A
central issue in ASR systems is their ability to deal with speech variability like linguistic
variability and speaker variability  A visual speech recognition system is not only required
to deal with visual speech variability and speaker variability but also with image variability
such as illumination and pose  These factors still represent some of the main problems in
machine vision research  It is this variability which most previous VSR systems are not
able to cope with  The aim of the work presented here will therefore be to improve the
robustness of the VSR system to such variability 
  Visual Speaker Recognition
A related research area to automatic speech recognition is the problem of speaker re
cognition  Speaker recognition and face recognition represent two of the most successful
approaches to the recognition of humans by machine  Current stateoftheart face re
cognition systems usually require the face images to be static and assume neutral facial
expressions  The mouth is however subject to large variability due to dierent facial ex
pressions and due to speech production  This often prevents the use of such systems in
applications where the subject might be speaking or where the facial expression can vary
such as in surveillance  Another drawback of still face recognition systems is that they
might accept an impostor placing a photograph in front of the camera  It is highly de
sirable that systems to be used in realworld situations are able to account for facial
variability 
Speaker recognition systems on the other hand can often easily be defeated by a play
back of recorded voice of another person  They are furthermore subject to dierent noise
sources as it is the case for speech recognition systems  Whereas the multimodal nature
of speech has received much attention from the speech recognition community speaker
recognition research has mainly been based on the acoustic signal and has ignored the
visual cues for a persons identity inherent in the speech signal 
The performance of a person authentication system is a crucial issue in practical ap
plications  Particularly the ability to reject impostors who claim a false identity is very
important  The combination of several modalities is likely to increase the performance of
unimodal systems due to the increased amount of information provided to the classier 
Such a system is also likely to be more robust to impostor accesses  Although systems
which combine face recognition with speaker recognition have previously been proposed
  both modalities were treated separately and did not exploit the temporal inform
ation of the face image during articulation  The use of spatiotemporal image information
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provides additional information which is complementary to the static face image because
it models the variability of the face and complementary to the acoustic signal because it
provides additional information responsible for the speech production process  Further
more in practical applications the dependence between the acoustic and the visual signal
can be used to detect asynchrony between the two signals which might be caused by an
impostor  In this work a novel approach for person recognition based on visual spatio
temporal models of talking persons is presented  The method is described for visual speech
features as well as for audiovisual speech features and its further combination with a face
recognition system is proposed 
  Thesis overview
The next chapter Chapter  introduces hidden Markov models HMMs which form the
basis of the developed speechreading and person recognition system  Their denition and
underlying assumptions are outlined and dierent training and recognition algorithms are
described 
Chapter  describes physiological and psychological issues regarding speechreading by
humans and discusses their implications for speechreading by machine  The visual discrim
ination of phonemes is analysed as well as audiovisual complementarity and integration 
The evaluation of the visual contribution to intelligibility is then discussed as well as the
determination of important visual features for a speechreading system 
Chapter  describes the two databases used for the experiments and shows some ex
ample images of dierent subjects and of typical speech sequences 
Chapter  reviews previous approaches to facial speech feature extraction and describes
the method developed here  The algorithm is based on an appearance based model which
represents both shape information and intensity information  The model parameters are
learned from a training set and are used in image search to estimate the similarity between
the image and the model  The performance of the algorithm is evaluated on two multi
speaker databases of greylevel image sequences 
Chapter  reviews previous speechreading approaches and describes the speechreading
system developed here  The parameters modelling the talking mouth are recovered from
the lip tracking results and represent the shape of the lip contours and the greylevel
appearance of the mouth  The application of these features for speechreading is presented
by modelling their distribution by mixtures of Gaussians and their temporal dependencies
by HMMs  Experimental results for an isolated and a continuous digit recognition task
are described 
Chapter  reviews some related face recognition and speaker recognition approaches
and details the proposed modality for person identication based on spatiotemporal
speaker models  The method aims to model the appearance of the articulators of talking
persons as well as their temporal changes during speech production  Person identication is
performed by tracking the lips of the unknown talking person and estimating the posterior
probability of each model given the observed sequence of features  Person recognition
experiments are presented on an isolated digit database of 
 subjects and a continuous
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digit database of  subjects 
Chapter  draws overall conclusions and describes possible future work 
  Summary of Results
A new method for lip localisation lip tracking and feature extraction has been developed 
A robust search algorithm which considers both shape variability and intensity variability
is used to t the model to the image  A visual speech recognition system has been described
based on these extracted features and hidden Markov models  Finally a novel modality
for person recognition is proposed based on spatiotemporal models of speaking persons 
The comparison of the performance of algorithms is only possible if they are tested
on identical databases and for identical experiments  If the performance of algorithms is
not comparable with other methods their quality and benet can not be assessed which
makes little overall contribution to progress  All experiments reported here were performed
on two publicly available databases to allow the comparison with other methods 
An algorithm for tracking lips in greylevel image sequences has been developed was
subjectively evaluated on the Tulips
 database of 
 subjects and was found to obtain
good tracking results for over  of the tested sequences  In addition the algorithm was
tested on the MVTS database of  subjects for lip tracking on continuous speech  Shape
and intensity parameters were extracted from the tracking results of both databases and
were evaluated for the tasks of visual speech and speaker recognition 
The visual speech recognition system obtained a speaker independent digit recognition
accuracy of  on the Tulips
 database using visual information only  This performance
is slightly higher than the performance of humans with no speechreading training who were
tested on the same database  The system also outperformed all speechreading approaches
which were recently evaluated for an identical recognition task by Gray et al  
  On
the MVTS database the system achieved an accuracy of up to  for a speaker
independent continuous digit recognition task which represents one of the largest reported
speechreading tests 
The proposed method for person authentication identied up to  of persons cor
rectly on the Tulips
 database and up to  on the MVTS database  Person verica
tion experiments on the MVTS database reduced the false acceptance rate of an acoustic
speaker recognition system from  to  when the visual modality was included 
Chapter 
Hidden Markov Model Speech
Recognition
The most successful approach to automatic speech recognition developed so far is the
modelling of speech units by hidden Markov models HMMs  This chapter describes the
denition of HMMs their underlying assumptions their training and their use in speech
recognition  A more detailed description of HMMs can be found in 
 
A HMM may represent a subword unit like a phoneme or triphone a word or a
sentence  In this chapter for simplicity the HMMs will be referred to as word models Word
model based recognition systems are often used in small vocabulary speech recognition
tasks where one HMM is built for each word class  For large vocabulary tasks the number
of word models needed becomes very large and the training set is rarely large enough to
build good models for all word classes of the vocabulary  Furthermore the recognition
process becomes computationally very expensive for a large number of word classes  Sub
word models were therefore introduced for large vocabulary recognition tasks to reduce
the number of models needed for training and recognition  The subword models are used
in a hierarchical scheme by concatenating them to construct words and the constructed
words are further concatenated to form sentences  Pronunciation dictionaries can be used
to constrain the subword models to form possible words and language models may be
used to constrain the word sequences to form plausible sentences 
  Denition and Underlying Assumptions
A HMM is a nite state automaton with two concurrent stochastic processes  The state
sequence models the temporal evolution of speech and the output distributions attached to
the states model the speech features occurring at that state  The speech signal is assumed
to be preprocessed and represented as a sequence of feature vectors extracted at regular
intervals from the sampled speech waveform  Commonly used feature representations are
spectral analysis and linear prediction analysis  The observed sequence of observation
vectors is denoted by
O  o
 o      oT    


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where each observation o is a ndimensional vector extracted at time  with
o  o
 
  o

       o
n

T
  
For a given set of possible word classes denoted by
b
  f
 
  

       
M
g   
the recognition task can be expressed as


 argmax

P jO   
where  represents a particular sequence of word classes  The classication criterion is
referred to asmaximum a posteriori MAP probability classication and the term P jO
is denoted as the posterior probability  Each word class is represented by a HMM which is
made up of several states according to a predened topology  The following assumptions
about speech are implicitly made by HMMs	
 The speech signal can be split into piecewise stationary segments which are modelled
by a state specic probability density function 
 The speech signal is assumed to follow a rstorder Markov process i e  the probab
ility of being in a certain state at time  depends only on the state of the Markov
chain at time   
 and not on any earlier states 
 The observation vectors are conditionally independent of previously observed vectors 
 The probability that a particular vector will be observed depends only on the current
state of the process 
All of these assumptions are not true for the speech signal and several approaches have
been proposed which attempt to avoid such assumptions  However most stateoftheart
speech recognisers are still based on standard HMMs 
A HMM can be dened by the following parameter set	
 N is the number of states which are denoted by s  fs
 
  s

       s
N
g  The number
of states is usually determined heuristically 
 A  fa
ij
g is the matrix of state transition probabilities from state i to state j with
a
ij
 P q
j
 % 
jq
i
 where q
i
 denotes the event of residing in state i at time
   The state transition probabilities are assumed to be time independent 
 B is the vector of observation probabilities b
j
o associated with each emitting
state j with b
j
o  P ojq
j
 
  is the vector with the initial state probabilities 
i
of entering the model at state
i	 
i
 P q
i

 
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A HMM can now be represented by the compact parameter set
  A B    
Since the speech signal evolves forward in time the transition probability matrix A is
normally constrained to only allow selfloops by residing in the same state for several
consecutive frames or transitions from left to right  HMMs are usually classied with
respect to their kind of output distribution model into Discrete HMMs DHMM where
the output distribution is based on discrete elements and Continuous Density HMMs
CDHMM where the output distribution is based on continuous density functions  All
HMMs considered in this dissertation are based on CDHMMs  The observation probabil
ities are modelled as mixtures of Gaussian distributions	
b
i
o 
M
X
m 
c
im
N o  
im
 
im
  
where c
im
is the mixture weight for state i and mixturem andN o    a multivariate
Gaussian with mean  and covariance matrix  
b (o) b (o) b (o)
aaa
a a a ah l
i j kij jk
i j k
ii jj kk
klhi
Figure  
	 A hidden Markov Model with three emitting states and continuous output
distributions 
The HMM topology used in this thesis is based on terminology of the HMM Toolkit
HTK 
 where the rst and the last state are nonemitting  The HMMs are con
strained to start in the rst state and to end in the last state  This topology facilitates
their concatenation for continuous speech recognition tasks  An example of a HMM with
ve states of which three are emitting is shown in Figure  
 
 Recognition
Recognition is usually performed according to the MAP probability criterion  The posterior
probability P jO is required in the MAP calculation   for estimating the probability
for the word sequence  of having produced the observed sequence O  Usually it is not
possible to calculate P jO directly but it can be obtained using Bayes law	
P jO 
P OjP 
P O
 
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P  represents the prior probability of the model and P O the prior probability of the
observation sequence  P Oj is usually referred to as the Likelihood of the observation
given the model  
If the prior probabilities of all models P  are assumed to be equal and the probability
of the feature vector P O to be constant the MAP classication criterion turns into the
Maximum Likelihood ML criterion	


 argmax

P jO  
Using the ML criterion makes the following additional assumptions	
 P  can be estimated separately and independent of acoustic data normally from
a language model 
 During recognition P O can be assumed to be constant for all models 
In this work the ML criterion is used for training and the MAP criterion for recognition 
This is the standard method used in HMM based speech recognition systems  Bourlard and
Morgan 
 have however shown that ML training reduces the discriminating properties
of HMMs since the training procedure maximises the probability of the training data given
the model rather than maximising the probability of the model given the data with respect
to rival models  They have therefore proposed the use of multilayer perceptrons for HMM
training which performs parameter estimation according to the MAP criterion 
   BaumWelch Recognition
The total likelihood of the data given the model is obtained by summing the likelihoods
of all possible paths through the model	
P Oj 
X

P O  	j  
where  is the set of all possible state sequences of model   This method is compu
tationally expensive since for an observation sequence of length N and a HMM with T
states N
T
possible state sequences need to be considered  The number of state sequences
to compute can drastically be reduced by the BaumWelch or socalled ForwardBackward
algorithm 
The BaumWelch algorithm can be used to eciently calculate the likelihood of an
observation sequence given the model  The rstorder Markov assumption states that a
particular observation is only dependent on the current state and not on any previous
states  Partial likelihoods for a particular state and time can therefore be obtained by
summing all possible previous likelihoods which can be computed recursively  The idea
of the algorithm is that all possible sequences of the total likelihood must merge into one
of N states and that the sum of the likelihoods over all states at any time gives the total
likelihood 
To describe the method two new variables are introduced the forwardprobability and
the backwardprobability  Only the forwardprobability is necessary to compute the total
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likelihood for recognition but both probabilities are required for the training algorithm 
The forward probability 
i
t is dened to be the joint probability of having generated
the partial forward sequence up to observation t and having arrived at state i	

i
t  P o
 o      ot  q
i
tj  

The backward probability 
i
t is dened as the joint probability of having generated the
observation sequence for the rest of the path starting at time t% 
 and state i	

i
t  P ot% 
 ot%       oT jq
i
t   


As the HMMs are constrained to start in state s
 
and to exit in state s
N
 the initial
forward probabilities are given by

i

 
 

 if i  

 otherwise
 

and the the nal probability is given by

N
T  
N  
X
i

i
T a
iN
  

For the remaining states   j  N  
 the forward probabilities for   t  T can
be calculated recursively using

j
t 

N
X
i 

i
t 
a
ij

b
j
ot  

For the backward probability the initial and nal conditions are dened by

i
T   
iN
for 
  i  N

N
t  
 

The backward probabilities for state 
  j 
 N and 
  t  T  
 can then be calculated
with the recursive algorithm

i
t 
N
X
j 
a
ij
b
j
ot% 

j
t % 
  

and the total likelihood can be expressed by
P Oj  
N
T   
 

 
N
X
j 

j
t
j
t  

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    Viterbi Recognition
Whereas the BaumWelch algorithm computes the likelihood of the model for having
generated the observed sequence using all possible sequences of states of length T  the
Viterbi algorithm 
 computes the maximum likelihood sequence of states  The partial
maximum likelihood of observing the feature sequence up to time t and being in state j
is dened as

j
t  max
i

i
t 
a
ij
b
j
o
t
  

Using the previous constraints for the initial state probabilities the initial conditions of

j

 are

j

 
 

 if j  

 otherwise
 

The maximum likelihood is given by

n
T   max
i

i
T a
iN
  
The Viterbi algorithm diers from the BaumWelch algorithm in that the summation over
all states is replaced by the maximum operation  Viterbi recognition is usually preferred
over BaumWelch recognition and requires N  
T fewer additions per HMM in the
likelihood calculation  The algorithms dier further in that the Viterbi algorithm calculates
the most likely state sequence whereas the BaumWelch algorithm calculates the total
likelihood and therefore the most likely word sequence 
 BaumWelch Training
Dierent criteria exist for the training of HMMs  The method used here is based on the
Maximum Likelihood ML criterion which aims to nd 

with


 argmax

P Oj  

The Expectation Maximisation EM technique  is used for the estimation of paramet
ers which was rst studied by Baum et al  

 for the application of HMMs and commonly
referred to as the BaumWelch reestimation algorithm  It is designed such that
P Oj
 
  P Oj  
where
 
 is the new estimate of the model parameters  The EM algorithm is performed in
two steps the estimation step Estep and the maximisation step Mstep  The Estep
augments the process with incomplete data i e  the model parameters and the Mstep
maximises the likelihood P O
T
j over   The following auxiliary function is introduced	
H 
 
 
X

P O  	jlog P O  	j
 
  
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where
 
 is the new estimate of the model  It can be shown that maximising H ensures
that P O
T
j is not decreasing  The algorithm starts with some initial estimate of  and
repeats the following steps until it converges at a local maximum	
EStep Given
 
  compute H 
 

MStep Compute new estimate
 
  argmax

H 
 

Update 











 
The reestimation formulas below can be derived from the EM algorithm  The transition
probabilities can be reestimated using
 a
ij

P
T  
 

i
a
ij
b
j
o % 

j
 % 

P
T  
 

i

i

 
where 
 
 i 
 N and 
 
 j 
 N   The transition probabilities for the nonemitting states
are reestimated by
 a
 j



P Oj

j


j

  
and
 a
iN


i
T 
j
T 
P
T
 

i

i

 
For the reestimation of the mean variances and mixture weights the term L
jm
 is
introduced  The probability of being in state j and mixture m at time  is
L
jm
  P q
jm
jO 

 
P Oj
U
j
c
jm
b
jm
o
j

 
where
U
j
 


	
a
 j
if   

P
N  
i

i
  
a
ij
otherwise
 
The reestimation formulae can now be expressed in terms of L
jm
 by
 
jm

P
T
 
L
jm
o
P
T
 
L
jm

 
 

jm

P
T
 
L
jm
o   
jm
o   
jm

T
P
T
 
L
jm

 

 c
jm

P
T
 
L
jm

P
T
 
L
j

 
The reestimation formulae given here are for a single observation only  The extension
of the algorithm for multiple observations is straightforward and can be found in 
 
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For isolated word recognition the segmented training observations are used to in
dependently train the models  For continuous speech recognition the models are usually
trained in two stages  The rst stage is the same as for isolated word models and the second
stage is performed Embedded Training  Embedded training is implemented by concatenat
ing the previously trained models according to the transcription but the information about
segment boundaries is ignored  BaumWelch reestimation is then performed on the whole
sentence while models are allowed to to change their boundaries to more likely alignments 
The method assumes that the segmented training data is not optimally segmented and
that a better alignment can be found by embedded training 
Chapter 
Physiology and Psychology of
Speechreading
The study of speechreading by humans relies on basic research in the speech hearing
and vision sciences  Speechreading by machine is therefore a multidisciplinary subject too
which requires the understanding of the basic concepts from these areas  Unfortunately
due to its multidisciplinary nature few researchers have considered all of these fundamental
disciplines in developing speechreading systems 
Researchers from the ASR community have often based automatic speechreading ex
periments on a single subject  Such experiments ignore the large linguistic and appearance
variability between subjects which represents one of the main problems in ASR  Image
analysis was often performed semiautomatically with the aid of headmounted cameras or
lip stick to highlight the lip region  These experiments have provided valuable insights into
the possible benet of speechreading systems but the imposed constraints prevent their use
in realworld applications and the selected features might not provide all relevant speech
information 
Researchers from the computer vision community on the other hand have often
avoided to determine visual speech features and have used the whole image area con
taining the mouth as feature vector  These approaches work well under controlled lighting
and recording conditions and for a small number of subjects but they tend to be very
susceptible to dierences in illumination pose and appearance  Other researchers have
reported speechreading experiments for recognition of static vowels although it is well
known in the psychology community that there is a &many to one mapping between the
visible articulators and vowels that vowels are articulated dierently in continuous speech
and that they are highly dependent on coarticulation 
This chapter will address dierent issues related to speechreading  First visual speech
perception by humans will be reviewed  This is followed by a discussion of the speech
production process and the visibility of speech articulators  Two models of human speech
production will be described and the recovery of their model parameters from the visual
speech signal will be discussed  The visual intelligibility of individual phonemes will then
be analysed as well as the complementarity of acoustic and visual features and possible


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strategies for their integration  The last section aims to determine those visual features
which are most important for speechreading and which should be accounted for by a
speechreading system 
  Speechreading by Humans
It is well known that information from the face of a talking person provides speech in
formation and enhances the intelligibility of speech 
   Hearingimpaired
 
persons
often use speechreading as the primary source of information for speech perception  Some
few individuals perform speechreading to such a high degree which enables almost perfect
speech perception 
  People with normal hearing on the other hand often speechread
under dicult listening conditions to supplement or complement acoustic information 
Dicult listening conditions can for example be due to interfering noise such as envir
onmental noise music and multiple talkers or due to reverberation  Speechreading can
improve the intelligibility of speech under such conditions 
  Humans with normal
hearing also benet from visual information when no noise is present  This was demon
strated by Reisberg et al  
 who have shown that normalhearing subjects who see the
talkers face perceive speech more accurately even in noisefree conditions 
Visual speech cues play an important role in the acquisition of speech perception
and speech production from early life on  Infants are aware of congruence between lip
movements and speech sounds as early as three months of age   Speechreading skills are
acquired at early age for example toddlers can speechread familiar words when they reach

 months of age   The visual speech modality also plays an important role in learning
to speak  This was demonstrated by Mills 

 who has shown that blind children are
slower in the acquisition of speech production than seeing children for those sounds which
have visible articulation 
The contribution of visual information in human speech perception can be divided into
three categories	 attention redundancy and complementarity  In the rst category visual
information is used to direct auditory attention to a specic speaker and to screen that
speakers speech signal from other sound sources  Redundancy takes eect mainly in noise
free environments where the visual signal can provide information which is redundant to
the acoustic signal  The third category occurs predominantly in noisy environments in
which visual perception can complement auditory perception 
Although these studies of human speechreading clearly demonstrate the benet of
visual speech information theories of audiovisual speech perception are still in their
infancy  The development of automatic audiovisual speech recognition systems would
greatly benet from a better understanding of human speech perception  The following
questions are of particular interest	
 How large is the benet of visual information in speech perception'
 Which visual features are most important in speech perception'
 
The term hearingimpaired is used here to refer to both deaf and hardofhearing persons 
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 Are there visual units equivalent to phones'
 How are the two information sources integrated'
The answers to these questions could help to evaluate the benet of visual information in
automatic speech recognition systems  They might lead to improved performance of ASR
systems by drawing parallels between human speech perception and machine recognition 
The next sections will address these questions and attempt to describe their consequences
for audiovisual ASR 
 Human Speech Production
This section will address the speech production process and will describe two models for
speech production  Speech production models have led to several approaches to speech
recognition  The recovery of these model parameters from the visual speech signal will
therefore be discussed  The speech waveform is an acoustic sound pressure wave which
originates from movements of the human speech production system  Figure  
 displays
the midsagittal section of the human speech production system   The main components
which determine the speech waveform are the lungs trachea larynx pharyngeal cavity
throat oral cavity mouth and nasal cavity nose 
The pharyngeal and oral cavity are commonly referred to as the vocal tract  The vocal
tract begins at the vocal cord constriction at the top of the trachea and ends at the lips 
The crosssectional area of the vocal tract is nonuniform and is determined by the position
of the articulators which comprise the lips jaw tongue and velum 
The nasal cavity which is often referred to as the nasal tract begins at the velum
and terminates at the nostrils  The opening of the velum controls the coupling between
the nasal tract and the vocal tract  For nonnasal sounds the velum is drawn up tightly
towards the back of the pharyngeal cavity thereby closing the entrance to the nasal tract 
The articulators which in#uence the speech production are the vocal folds soft palate
velum tongue teeth lips jaw and air pressure  The articulators move to dierent posi
tions to produce dierent speech sounds  During speech production air is forced from the
lungs through the trachea into the pharynx or nasal cavity  Between the trachea and the
pharynx is the larynx which is responsible for the production of voiced sounds  Speech
sounds can be classied into voiced and unvoiced sounds  Voiced sounds are produced by
vibratory action of the vocal cords located in the larynx  The air passes through the glot
tis the opening of the vocal cords and the alternating opening and closing provides the
quasiperiodic air pulses for voiced sounds  Unvoiced sounds are produced by turbulent
#ow of air created at a constriction in the vocal tract  Consonants can be continuants
such as the fricatives where the sound is sustained or stops such as the $p$ sound where
pressure is build up followed by an abrupt release of the pressure  Fricatives and stops can
be both voiced or unvoiced  Constrictions of continuants can be classied as labiodental
upper teeth on lower lip interdental tongue behind front teeth alveolar tongue touch
ing gum ridge palatal tongue resting on hard or soft palate and glottal vocal folds
xed and tense  The closure of stop consonants can occur at various positions of the vocal
tract such as the lips bilabial teeth alveolar and palate velar see Tab    
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Soft palate
(velum)
Uvula
Oral cavity
Epiglottis
Pharyngeal
cavity
Larynx
Vocal cords
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Figure  
	 The human speech production system 
It becomes clear now that even under the best circumstances only the lips the frontal
part of the tongue and the jaw are visible to the speechreader  Perfect intelligibility for an
unrestricted vocabulary by speechreading alone and without the use of other knowledge
sources is therefore not possible  Important parts like the vibration of vocal folds soft
palate and complete tongue shape can not be observed visually  The importance of voicing
information for example is demonstrated by human speechreaders who perceive speech
more accurately more #uently and with less eort when voicing information is provided
by a tactile signal 
Speech production can be modelled as an acoustic ltering operation   The vocal
tract and nasal tract represent the acoustic lter which is excited by the air passing
from the lungs through the larynx and which radiates at the lips or the nostrils  The
sound source for voiced sounds is often modelled by a train of quasiperiodic pus of air
expelled from the oscillating vocal cords  Unvoiced sound sources are usually modelled as a
turbulent noise excitation passing through a narrow constriction or by a complete closure
followed by a plosive excitation  The sound propagation for an ideal vocal tract model with
continuously variable crosssectional area is complex  Multiple concatenated acoustic tubes
are therefore often used to build simplied models of the vocal tract  Figure   displays
an acoustic tube model for speech production using six tubes  Dierent crosssections of
the vocal tract are modelled by dierent diameters of individual tubes  The nasal tract can
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be modelled by adding a parallel tube which branches o at a tube representing the vocal
tract  These models are simplied and do not consider eects like losses along the vocal
tract subglottal coupling with the vocal tract resonance and the timevarying nature of
the vocal tract  They can however serve reasonably well for the modelling of stationary
speech sounds 
AA A A A A
l
l
l
l
l
l
Glottis
Glottis
1 2 3 4 Lips
Lips
4
3
2
1
Glottis Vocal tract Lips
Figure  	 Acoustic tube model of speech production  The model is dened by the area
A and length l of the individual tubes 
Considering such a model for speechreading the visual information perceived would
only provide information about the conguration of the rst tube describing the lip shape
and perhaps parts of the next few tubes accounting for the tongue position and jaw 
Another way to model speech production is to use an electrical lter model 

 shown
in Figure    This model does not try to model the physical characteristics of the human
vocal tract  Instead it attempts to represent human speech production by an electric lter
model driven by an excitation source  It is therefore based on producing speech signals
similar to those of human speech by using an electric circuit  Here the excitation source
for voiced speech is replaced by an impulse train generator and for unvoiced speech by
a random noise generator  The vocal tract nasal tract and lip radiation are represented
by lters models  The glottal pulse model is excited by the impulse train generator and
produces a glottal pulse waveform 
Thus voiced speech is modelled as a periodic pulse train ltered by the glottal pulse
model vocal tract model and the lip radiation model  Unvoiced speech is modelled by
random noise ltered by the vocal tract and the radiation model  The advantage of the
electric lter model is that the parameters of the model can be derived by linear pre
diction analysis LP from the speech signal   The estimated parameters describe the
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Figure  	 Electric lter model for speech production  After Rabiner and Shafer 

 
conguration of the model for producing the observed speech signal and have successfully
been used as features for speech recognition systems  Allpole models are usually preferred
over other models since they allow simple computational techniques in linear prediction
analysis to derive the model parameters from the speech signal  Many ASR systems are
based on linear prediction coecients and obtain stateoftheart performance  The all
pole model is considered an appropriate choice for the vocal tract but not for the radiation
model which has the eect of a high pass lter which usually includes a zero in the transfer
function   The model might therefore not be able to describe the conguration of the
lips very well  The visual speech signal might provide information about the conguration
and radiation at the lips and compensate for the suboptimal lter radiation model 
 Phonemes and Visemes
The basic linguistic unit is called phoneme  A phoneme is the theoretical unit for describing
the linguistic meaning of speech  Phonemes have the property that if one is replaced
by another one the meaning of the utterance is changed  The English language can be
classied into about   phonemes but in automatic speech recognition usually only
about  phoneme classes are used  These can be divided into 
 vowels  consonants
 diphthongs  semivowels glottal stop and whisper  The singleletter symbols of the
ARPAbet developed under the auspices of the United States Advanced Research Project
Agency ARPA will be used here for the phonetic transcription  The transcriptions for
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Table  
	 Phonetic Alphabet for IPA and ARPAbet symbols 
IPA Symbol ARPAbet SV ARPAbet UV Examples
Vowels Front i i IY beat
I I IH bit
e e EY bait
  E EH bet
  AE bat
Back  a AA Bob
 c AO bought
o o OW boat
U U UH book
u u UW boot
Mid  R ER bird
 x AX ago
 A AH but
Diphthongs I Y AY buy
U W AW down
I O OY boy
 X IX roses
Stop Voiced b b B bat
Consonants d d D deep
g g G go
Unvoiced p p P pea
t t T tea
k k K kick
Fricatives Voiced v v V vice
 D DH then
z z Z zebra
 Z ZH measure
Unvoiced f f F ve
S T TH thing
s s S so
M S SH show
Semivowels Liquids l l L love
l L EL cattle
r r R race
Glides w w W want
Z H WH when
j y Y yard
Nasal Non vocalic m m M mom
n n N noon
	 G NX sing
Vocalic m M EM some
n N EN son
Aricates tM C CH church

 J JH just
Others Whisper h h HH help
Vocalic f F DX batter
Glottal stop e Q Q
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the ARPAbet and the corresponding International Phonetic Alphabet IPA symbols are
given in Table  
  Both versions of the ARPAbet are shown the single letter version SV
and the upper case version UV 
The acoustic manifestations of phonemes are called phones and the manifold acoustic
variations of a phone are called allophones  They may vary widely but should be considered
as dierent realisations of the same phoneme 
Visually distinguishable speech units are denoted as visemes   Whereas phones are
quasi mutually exclusive this is not the case for visemes  The mapping from phonemes
to visemes is often many to one i e  several phonemes can correspond to the same visual
conguration  Most visemes can therefore not uniquely be associated with a single phoneme
but rather with a group of phonemes  The denition of viseme is therefore misleading since
it refers to the visually distinguishable manifestations of phonemes rather than the visual
manifestations of all phonemes  To avoid confusion the term vise will be introduced here
to denote the visual manifestation of a phoneme equivalent to the acoustic unit phone 
Phonemes belonging to the same viseme group are called homophonous  There exists no
consensus about viseme categories and proposed numbers and categories vary widely 
The next two sections will address the confusability of vises to get an approximate idea
about the expected performance of pure visual speech perception  The results of possible
viseme classes are however not used in the developed speechreading system  The spee
chreading system treats the visual features as additional features to the acoustic features
which are associated to a particular phoneme or utterance  During the training procedure
the distribution of the visual features is learned and is used for recognition as additional
discriminative information  Although it might be useful for an AVSR system to cluster
vises models which correspond to the same viseme class to reduce the number of paramet
ers of the system the approach pursued here is to let the system learn from training data
which vises are confusable  The use of visemes introduces hard decisions regarding the
mapping from visemes to phonemes which might not be adequate  Hard decisions should
preferably be made at the latest possible stage to reduce their eect of inadequacy 
 Speechreading Vowels
The articulatory gestures for vowels are generally stationary but their congurations re
quired for a particular vowel are not very constrained  Although acoustically each vowel
of a particular speaker is characterised by a unique combination of formant frequencies
in #uent speech these values are rarely attained  The production of vowels in natural
speech is generally more lax and depends on coarticulation and stress  Furthermore the
speaker can vary the visible conguration of many vowels without changing their auditory
characteristics 
Stevens 
 classical work in the quantitative description of vowel articulation mod
elled the vocal tract as a continuous tube whose crosssectional area varies between the
glottis and the lips  The possible range of formant frequency combinations for producing
vowels can then be obtained by varying as few as three parameters	
 distance between the glottis and the maximum constriction
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 crosssectional area at the constriction
 ratio of the area of lip opening to the length of lip passage
Out of these three parameters only the third one is clearly visible which demonstrates the
diculty of speechreading vowels 
The rst two formant frequencies are most prevalent and are often used to display the
vowel triangle where one axis represents F
 and the other axis F  The three corners of
the triangle are represented by $i$ $a$ and $u$  Using Stevens model the three vowels
are subject to the following congurations	
$i$	 Placing the major constriction as forward in the mouth as possible and making the
crosssection as small as possible  Third parameter has little in#uence 
$a$	 Placing the major constriction at the back of the mouth  Lip area to lip length ratio
must be medium to large 
$u$	 Placing the major constriction at the back of the mouth and making the crosssection
small rounding the lips  Lip area to lip length ratio must be small 
Summereld 
 has described the necessary lip congurations for these three vowels
as follows	
$i$	 horizontal lip extension is advantageous but not essential 
$a$	 lip rounding and protrusion must be avoided but extensive vertical lip opening is
not essential 
$u$	 lip rounding and protrusion are essential 
In #uent speech the talker tends to articulate only what is essential for auditory distinct
iveness but not for visual distinctiveness  The vowel $u$ will therefore retain its distinct
iveness while other vowels will become more dicult to distinguish  This is mainly due to
the invisible tongue which is the key parameter to vowel production  Further diculties
are due to coarticulation eects variable pronunciation and large dierences in the ar
ticulation of vowels across talkers  Whereas formant frequencies provide fairly exclusive
representations of vowels across male speakers 
 
 this is not the case for vises  In
a study conducted by Lesner and Kricos 
 the number of viseme categories across
speakers varied from only one up to ve  The constituents of these categories varied also
between the subjects 
Overall it can be concluded that speechreading vowels from natural speech is very di
cult and becomes even more dicult for multiple subjects  Studies of vowel speechreading
from static images of one speaker as described in 
 

 
 should therefore be
interpreted very carefully  Vowels are articulated dierently in continuous speech they are
highly dependent on coarticulation and they are speaker dependent  Furthermore spee
chreading requires the temporal analysis of mouth movements rather than the analysis of
single images 
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  Speechreading NonVowels
Consonants diphthongs and semivowels are usually referred to as nonvowels  In compar
ison to vowels nonvowels often involve rapid articulatory gestures which attain specic
target congurations  These target congurations are often more constrained than for
vowels e g  the lips have to be closed for bilabial consonants  The number of visually dis
tinguishable nonvowel visemes reported in the literature varies between about  

 and

   These visemes often contain phonemes requiring the same place of articulation 
They are therefore often grouped with respect to their place and manner of articulation 
Table   gives an overview of nonvowels

with respect to their place and manner of
articulation 
Table  	 Classication of nonvowel speech sounds by place and manner of articulation 
Place of Manner of articulation
Articulation Nasals Oral stop Fricative Glide Liquids
Bilabial m p b w
Lips closed mom	 pin	 wet	
bin	
Labiodental f v
Upper teeth ne	
on lower lip vine	
Interdental T D
Tongue thing	
behind teeth then	
Alveolar n t d s z l r
Tongue touching noon	 time see	 like	
gum ridge did	 zoo	 run	
Palatal Z S y
Tongue resting azure	 yell	
on palate she
Velar G k g
Tongue closing sing	 kick	
oral cavity good	
Glottal Q h
Vocal folds glottal heat	
xed stop
The place of articulation is generally more visible than the manner of articulation 
The place can often be determined from the lip shape and visibility of teeth and tongue
whereas the cues for manner are mainly governed by the larynx velum and tongue  The
larynx and the velum are not visible and the tongue might only be partially visible  The
manner of articulation is therefore very hard to determine visually 

The table does not include aricates which can be considered as a combination of sounds 
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The group of bilabials can normally be distinguished from other groups based on
the closed lips  Within this group the nasal $m$ and oral stops $p$ and $b$ can often
be distinguished from the glide $w$ for which the lips are rounded but not completely
closed  The labiodental and interdental groups can usually be classied correctly if the
upper teeth and the tongue tip is visible  The other groups are less distinct but may be
classied by ner features like the degree of protrusion or lip wrinkles 
The phonemes within the displayed groups of oral stops and fricatives dier in voicing
which is not visible  The bilabial nasals and oral stops can normally not be distinguished
although some studies suggest that the degree of visual expansion of the cheeks immedi
ately prior to the opening of the lip opening can be used for their discrimination 
 
Other studies indicated that the lips open more slowly for ba than for pa and still
slower for ma 
  The temporal frequency response of the human visual system falls
o rapidly beyond about 
 Hz   Berger 
 estimated that humans can only dis
tinguish about  to 
 lip movements per second whereas acoustic speech contains an
average of about thirteen dierent speech sounds per second  Human speechreading might
therefore be limited due to the temporal resolution of visual events  A machine speechread
ing system could easily double or quadruple this temporal resolution and might recognise
more visual speech events than humans  The hypotheses that speechreading performance
is related to temporal resolution is supported by ndings of Summereld 
 who con
cluded that human speechreading skills depend highly on the speed of lowlevel visual
neural processing 
The classication of consonants is often more dicult in natural speech where coar
ticulation might occur over several consecutive phonemes  For example in the syllables
klu kli and kla the consonants $k$ and $l$ are highly dependent on the following
vowel  Benguerel and PichoraFuller 
 for example have shown that the intelligibility
of consonants in vocalic context of $($ at  can drop to  when spoken in a vocalic
context of $u$ 
Consonant recognition scores are also dependent on the talker which has been reported
by Kricos 

  Perceptual experiments have shown that both the number of viseme
categories and the constituents of the viseme categories vary across talkers 
In natural speech the number of nonvowel visemes is generally higher than the number
of vowel visemes  Although several nonvowel viseme categories have been proposed in the
literature eects like natural speech coarticulation within$between speaker variability
do in#uence the number of classes which has not been thoroughly investigated  Finally
it should be noted that many nonvowel vises are also confusable with certain vowel vises
which further reduces the number of unique visemes 
 AudioVisual Complementarity
The main benet of using visual cues is that they are often complementary to the acoustic
signal i e  some phonemes which are dicult to understand acoustically are easier to
distinguish visually and vice versa  For example the utterances ma vs  na are highly
confusable acoustically but easy to distinguish visually based on the lip closure  On the
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other hand the utterances ba vs  pa are easy to distinguish acoustically based on the
voiceonset time VOT
	
 but highly confusable visually 
Dierent frequency bands convey dierent articulatory and acoustic cues  For example
acoustic cues to the place of articulation mainly reside in the mid to high frequency bands 
For consonants these cues are often of short duration and low intensity and therefore
highly confusable in the presence of noise  In contrast the visual cues reveal the place of
articulation well and are quite robust when perceived by speechreading 

  The cues
for the manner of articulation tend to reside in the lowfrequency bands are of intense
nature and slowly changing  These cues are therefore not very sensitive to acoustic noise 
Thus the visual signal often provides that part of speech information mainly the place
of articulation which is acoustically most sensitive to noise  Walden et al  

 have
performed cluster analysis of the visual confusion of consonants made by trained lipreaders
and derived a confusion tree for dierent numbers of clusters  Nine viseme groups were
considered to be distinct visemes which were identied correctly at  of presentations 
The pattern of the whole confusion tree was roughly the reverse of the confusion tree for
acoustic consonant perception at dierent noise levels 
There exists a parallel between hearingimpairment and speech perception in noise 
Most hearing impaired people suer from losses in the sensitivity at high frequencies and
reduced frequency resolution  As a result energy in high frequencies is attenuated more
and is resolved less well than energy in low frequencies  Cues for the place of articulation
are therefore perceived less accurately than the place of articulation and voicing as it is
the case for speech perception in noise 
 AudioVisual Integration
The large in#uence of visual articulation on human perception of speech is demonstrated
by the McGurk eect 
  For this experiment subjects are presented simultaneously
with an acoustic recording of an utterance and a visual recording of a speaking face
corresponding to a dierent utterance  The eect is that subjects perceive a sound which
does neither correspond to the acoustic nor to the visual stimuli  For example a subject
hearing an audio recording of baba and seeing the synchronised video of a talker saying
dada often resulted in perceiving gaga 
How humans integrate visual and acoustic information is not well understood  Several
models for human integration have been proposed in the literature  They can be divided
into early integration EI and late integration LI models 
Early Integration In the EI model integration is performed in the feature space to form
a composite feature vector of acoustic and visual features  Classication is based on
this composite feature vector  Figure   shows a block diagram of the scheme  The
model makes the assumption of conditional dependence between the modes and is
therefore more general than the LI model  It can furthermore account for temporal
dependencies between the modes such as the VOT which are important for the
discrimination of certain phonemes 

The time delay between the burst sound and the movement of the vocal folds
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Late Integration In the LI model each modality is rst preclassied independently of
each other  The nal classication is based on the fusion of the outputs of both mod
alities by estimating their joint occurrence  In comparison with the early integration
scheme this method assumes that both data streams are conditionally independent 
Furthermore temporal information between the channels is lost in this approach 
Early integration models for speech recognition have for example been used in 
   
 
  A dierent EI model where the visual information was mapped to
the frequency envelope of the acoustic signal has been described in 
 
  The aim of
this approach was to map visual data to a common feature space which was chosen to be
the frequency envelope  A similar approach but where the acoustic and the visual signals
are mapped onto the motor space represented by the coordinates of the tongue has been
proposed in 
  However it is clear that neither humans nor machines are able to map
the visual information into the motor space since the visual signal only reveals a small
part of the vocal tract 
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Figure  	 Block diagram for the Early Integration model a and the Late Integration
model b 
AVSR systems with late integration models have been described in 
 
  


  Earlier ndings supported the theory of the LI model and suggested that the human
visual system determines the place and the auditory system the manner of articulation 
The hypothesis is denoted as VPAM Vision	 Place Acoustic	 Manner but has been dis
proved in 

  It was concluded that integration of the two modalities occurs before
phonetical characterisation and that the information of the two modalities is continu
ous rather than discrete  Erber and De Filippo  suggested that temporal information
between mouth opening and VOT in#uences the perception of consonants and often en
ables the determination of voicing  These ndings are also incompatible with the VPAM
theory 
Massaro and Cohen 
 have proposed the Fuzzy Logical Model of Perception
FLMP where integration is modelled by a fuzzylogical process which combines the
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modalities by a multiplicative AND rule  This model can also be considered as an LI
model  Although it is well known that temporal information between the two signals is
important only EI models can account for this information  Recently attempts have been
made to extend existing LI models by including explicit temporal information 
 
 
It is still not well known how humans integrate dierent modalities although it is
generally agreed that integration occurs before speech is categorised phonetically  This was
concluded by the following independent studies	 Summereld 
 

 argues that audio
visual integration must occur before phonetic categorisation since speech can be perceived
audiovisually when the acoustic signal is replaced by a signal that cannot be categorised
acoustically  Such a signal can be a sequence of acoustic pulses synchronised with the
times when the vocal folds close   Several studies have shown that consonants which
dier by the VOT such as bi and pi are distinguished based on the evidence of both
modalities    Integration must therefore take place before phonetic categorisation 
Similar evidence was found by Massaro 
 who concluded that human perception was
better modelled by a EI model than by a LI model  In another study Braida 
 has
derived models of crossmodal integration from the confusion matrices of single modalities 
Experimental results for consonant identication were more consistent with the prediction
of the EI model than the LI model or the FLMP 
In acoustic speech perception on the other hand there is much evidence that hu
mans perform partial recognition across dierent acoustic frequency bands  This was con
cluded by Fletchers early work  and has led to the development of the Articulation
Index see Sec     Fletcher performed perception experiments on CVC consonantvowel
consonant syllables where the speech signal was ltered by dierent lowpass and high
pass lters  He showed that phone probabilities are estimated in independent frequency
bands and are optimally merged so that the estimated error of the merged estimates be
comes the product of the estimation errors of each frequency band  Or in other words the
partial recognition errors for each frequency band are independent and the combined error
is obtained by the sum of the partial logerrors of all frequency bands  How the information
of dierent streams is merged is not well understood but the processing of independent
feature streams seems to explain the high robustness of human speech perception in noise 
It is surprising that only recently speech recognition research has followed the approach
of processing dierent frequency bands independently which has lead to highly robust
recognition accuracy in noise  
The interesting point now is that the auditory system seems to perform partial re
cognition which is independent across channels whereas audiovisual perception seems to
be based on early integration of acoustic and visual features which assumes conditional
dependence between both modalities  These two hypotheses are controversial since the
audiovisual theory of early integration assumes that no partial categorisation is made
prior to the integration of both modalities 
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 AudioVisual Intelligibility
Although the visual information provides only part of the speech information some hu
mans perform speechreading very eciently which can lead to almost perfect speech per
ception  However such a high performance can only be achieved by using higher level
knowledge like phonology lexica prosody syntax semantics and pragmatics  Phonology
describes the sequences of phonemes which are possible within a language whereas lex
ical knowledge is used to constrain the sequences of phonemes to make up words  The
encoding process at these two levels is aided by the prosody which considers the stress
and intonation patters of speech  The encoding of word sequences is aided by the syn
tax which requires the word sequences to form grammatically correct sentences  Speech
perception is further aided by semantic knowledge which constrains the sentences to be
meaningful  Finally the highest level knowledge used in speech perception is pragmatics
which considers the context of the conversation to form a meaningful sentence  It becomes
clear now that speechreading performance is highly dependent on the kind of knowledge
sources used for speech perception  The entropy at the phoneme level is the highest and
decreases with the number of knowledge sources used 
It is often desirable to evaluate the visual contribution to speech perception at a low
level of phonemes or subwords in order to avoid that other knowledge sources aect the
performance  This is also the goal of speech perception tests when using nonsense words 
In analogy the performance of automatic speech recognition systems is often evaluated
separately for phoneme or subword classes  This approach assumes a bottomup pro
cessing where recognition at the phoneme level is not in#uenced by higher level sources
and where the decision is deferred until the highest knowledge level 
An overview of lipread vowel intelligibility spoken in a consonant context and conson
ant intelligibility spoken in a vocalic context can be found in 
  The average accuracy
for ve or six dierent vowels is roughly  and for  or  consonants about   It
should be noted that since less than half of all vowels were used in the experiments the
intelligibility for all vowels should be considerably lower  Similar tests which correspond
more to the actual number of visemes have been performed by Benguerel and Pichora
Fuller 
  They have performed tests for three vowels which resulted in an average vowel
intelligibility of  while tests for ten consonants yielded an average intelligibility of

 
Auer and Bernstein  performed a computational analysis of the eect of the number
of viseme classes on speech intelligibility  For a vocabulary of  words they found
that 
 viseme classes lead to about 
 of unique words which rises to about 
for  viseme classes and to about  for  classes  For a vocabulary of 
 words
the scores for the three viseme numbers were about  
 and 
  These results
can be interpreted as results achieved by a human speechreader who uses no syntactic
semantic or pragmatic knowledge and who is able to distinguish the given viseme classes 
These results are encouraging considering their potential improvement by using other
knowledge sources  They also explain why speechreading without acoustic cues can lead
to very high intelligibility 
Sumby and Pollack 
 investigated the visual contribution to speech perception in
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noise  They suggested that seeing the talkers face is equivalent to improving the signal to
noise ration SNR by up to about 
 dB  Or in other words subjects who speechread can
tolerate an about 
 dB lower SNR while maintaining the same performance as listening
only  A 
 dB higher SNR corresponds to about a   change in intelligibility  For example
seeing the speakers face at a SNR of  dB improves the intelligibility rate from about
 to about  
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Figure  	 Relation between the calculated AI and the eective AI when auditory cues
are combined with speechreading 
One theory for speech intelligibility is the Articulation Theory  which is based on
the pioneering work of Fletcher    It attempts to predict speech intelligibility as a
function of the intelligibility of dierent frequency bands  The theory has been expanded
to include the eect of speechreading   The method assumes that a signals auditory
articulation index AI determines its auditoryvisual AI uniquely  The term articulation
is used as the probability of correct recognition of nonsense sounds  The procedure makes
the same auditoryvisual prediction for dierent but equally intelligible frequency bands 
Fig    shows the relation of the auditory AI to the auditoryvisual AI after   The
contribution of speechreading at a high auditory AI is relatively small while at an auditory
AI of  
 speechreading can roughly double the auditory AI 
The auditoryvisual AI is based on experiments performed by Sumby and Pollack

  It does not take into account that frequency bands of roughly equal importance
for auditory speech perception might be of dierent importance for auditoryvisual speech
perception  As dierent frequency bands convey dierent acoustic and articulatory cues as
shown in Sec    it is reasonable to assume that low frequency bands would complement
speechreading more than high frequency bands and lead to a higher AI especially in
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noise  Grant and Braida  have therefore evaluated the AI for dierent frequency bands
but found that the AI was well predicted by the ANSI standard  They concluded that
the auditoryvisual scores can be well predicted by the auditory score irrespective of the
spectrum of the auditory signal  This implies that audiovisual speech perception can
not be understood adequately in terms of feature based place manner descriptions 
The ndings support Fletchers theory of partial channel recognition and contradict the
hypothesis of early feature integration 
	 Analysis of Visual Speech Features
Both the understanding of human speechreading and the development of a machine spee
chreading system would benet from a better understanding of the features which con
tribute to visual speech information  The determination of important features could help
a speechreading system to look for important features which carry speech information and
to disregard those which do not contain such information or which are highly variable
across subjects 
One of the earliest studies about the determination of the physical characteristics of lips
during vowel production has been reported by Fromkin   In this study the horizontal
extension and the vertical separation of lips were measured and it was shown that the
relation of these parameters for 
 American vowels was consistent across talkers  The
measurements were mainly made on photographs for static vowels 
Jackson et al  
 used judgements of similarity of vowel lip movements between pairs
of $h$V$g$ syllables to derive perceptual dimensions presumed to underlie vowel spee
chreading  The $h$V$g$ context was used because it produces minimal coarticulation
eects on the visibility of the vowel  Similar parameters to those of Fromkin like vertical
and horizontal width of opening and others like the area of opening correlated with
perceptually based vowel congurations 
Geometric parameters of the lips for the French language have been performed by Abry
and Bo)e 
 and Lallouache 
  Beno *t et al  
 have analysed the correlation between
the horizontal and vertical extension of the mouth opening and found that they are highly
correlated with the area of the opening  They further found that the dependence of the
two parameters was for some vowels linear and for others nonlinear 
Montgomery and Jackson 
 performed perceptual tests and analysed physical meas
urements of vowel lip shapes spoken in a $h$V$g$ context  They reported about 
correct perception of vowels  They found that physical measurements could only account
for about half of the variability found in the perceptual data  It was concluded that other
measures like the visibility of teeth and the complex characteristic of rounding are not
well represented in their physical parameters  Rounding is expressed as lip protrusion lip
tension a specic indented upper lip shape reduced area of lip opening lip wrinkles and
reduced visibility of teeth 
Brooke and Summereld  performed perception experiments using computer
controlled graphical displays of a talking face  The animation was based on facial measure
ments taken from a talking person  The graphical display was represented by the outline
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of the head and the animation was performed by synthesising the outer and inner lip con
tours and the chin  Human speechreading performance for vowels on the natural face was
 correct and on the synthetic face  correct  It was concluded that additional cues
like the visibility of teeth and tongue tip appear to be required for accurate identication
of vowels 
McGrath investigated the in#uence of teeth in speechreading vowels 
  Without the
visibility of teeth the subjects response was 
 correct and with the visibility of teeth
it increased to   The visibility of the teeth mainly helped to discriminate close front
vowels as in &beeb from more open vowels as in &berb  They also helped to distinguish
rounded vowels as in &boub from unrounded vowels as in &barb 
Finn   attempted to determine geometric parameters of the lips for the recog
nition of consonants  She used measures like the height and width of the mouth opening
vertical spreading of the upper and lower lips and cornering which is related to the dis
tance of the outer and inner lip corners  No information about teeth or lips was included 
Experiments were performed on a single speaker for consonants which were preceeded
and followed by the vowel $a$  Recognition was performed on the middle image of the
utterance and achieved an accuracy of  
Beno *t et al  
 have described experiments which conrmed that the lips play the
most important role in visual speech perception but that the visibility of the chin teeth
tongue and cheeks are important too 

 Discussion
The benet of visual information in speech perception is relatively small for clean speech
but increases drastically with the noise level  The benet is mainly due to the comple
mentarity of visual and acoustic information  It is suggested that good speechreading
performance is highly correlated with the speed of lowlevel visual neural processing  This
might have important implications for the design of automatic speechreading systems as
the temporal resolution of such a system could be several times higher than the temporal
resolution of human vision 
There exists no consensus on how many visually distinguishable units exist  The num
ber varies across subjects and within subjects  The intelligibility of visemes is generally
smaller for natural speech and for unstressed phonemes  The visibility of individual visemes
depends highly on coarticulation  Only few experiments have been performed to evaluate
the eect of coarticulation therefore a complete account of its consequences is not pos
sible  The number of visemes depends furthermore on the lighting condition the visibility
of small features in the oral cavity and on ner details like pued cheeks wrinkles and so
forth which are not well understood 
There is much evidence that humans integrate the two sources of information before
they categorise speech phonetically  There is however still much discussion about how the
two modalities are represented and how they are integrated  Although dierent frequency
bands convey dierent articulatory and acoustic cues the auditoryvisual AI was well
predicted by the auditory AI irrespective of the spectrum of the auditory signal  This
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implies that the two streams are conditionally independent and that some kind of pre
categorisation takes place  Although this is in contrast with ndings about acousticvisual
speech perception it supports Fletchers theory of partial independent recognition across
frequency bands  In summary it seems that we still dont know well how humans process
audiovisual speech 
Research in automatic speech recognition was often motivated by human perception of
speech  The reason for this is obvious it is the very high performance of human speech per
ception  High performance is maintained for natural speech spontaneous speech various
dialects dierent speed dicult listening conditions simultaneous talkers and so forth 
Current high performance ASR systems try to make use of all the knowledge sources
readily used by humans such as lexica syntax semantics and pragmatics in form of pro
nunciation dictionaries lexicon and language models etc  One knowledge source which has
only been considered recently is the use of visual information  ASR systems which do not
use visual information can be considered as modelling speech perception of blind humans 
Although stateoftheart ASR systems achieve reasonably high performance under cer
tain condition their performance drops drastically in the presence of noise  It is therefore
reasonable to expect future ASR systems to only achieve performance levels similar to the
ones of humans if all sources of knowledge including speechreading are incorporated 
Chapter 
Description of the Used Databases
This chapter describes the two databases considered for the experiments  A survey of
existing bimodal speech databases was performed and indicated that only the Tulips

database collected by Movellan 
 was publicly available and which was therefore used
in this work  A detailed survey on existing and planned audiovisual speech databases
can be found in   The second database considered is the MVTS database which has
recently been collected by Pigeon and Vandendorpe 
 in the framework of the European
ACTS MVTS project under which part of this work was performed  Both databases are
now publicly available and allow the performance comparison of algorithms from other
researchers 
  The Tulips  Database
Tulips
 is an audiovisual digit database of undergraduate students from the Cognitive
Science Department at the University of California San Diego 
  It consists of simul
taneous audio and video recordings of the rst four English digits spoken twice in isolation
by 
 subjects  The set of words spoken the rst time will be denoted as Set 
 and the
words spoken the second time as Set   The subjects were asked to talk into a video camera
and to position themselves so that their lips be roughly centred in a feedback display  The
recordings were taken in a windowless room  Due to suboptimal illumination several of
the image sequences contain large areas of re#ections or shadows  Some of the images are
out of focus and sometimes the lips extend beyond the boundary of the image frame  The
database consists of speakers with dierent ethnic origin and also include subjects with
makeup or facial hair 
Database Description
General
 Number of subjects	 
  male  female
 Speech data	  isolated digits one two three four
 Repetitions	  denoted as Set 
 and Set 

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 Total number of utterances	  words
Video
 Image format	 
  pixels
 Image frame rate	  Hz
 Pixel resolution	  bits greylevel
 Total number of images	 
 Average number of frames per word	  
Audio
 Sampling rate	 


 kHz
 Sample resolution	  bits
Figure  
 displays example images of all subject in the database and Fig    displays
example sequences of three subjects saying the word one only every second image of
the sequences is shown 
Figure  
	 Example images of all 
 subjects of the Tulips
 database 
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(a)
(b)
(c)
Figure  	 Example sequences of the word three spoken by three subjects a b c of
the Tulips
 database displayed in raster order 
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 The MVTS Database
The MVTS audiovisual database 
 has been collected within the framework of the
European ACTSMVTS project to address the issue of multimodal person authentic
ation  It contains recordings of  speakers pronouncing in French the digits from zero
to nine  One recording consists of the audio recording and of the video recording of the
spoken digit sequence  In addition motion sequences were also recorded while the subjects
were rotating their head by  degrees to the left and to the right  The rotation sequences
were not used in the experiments reported here  Five recordings have been taken of each
speaker at one week intervals to account for minor face changes like beards and hairstyle 
For each person the most dicult shot to recognise was labelled as the 
th
shot  This
shot diers from the others in face variation head tilted unshaved voice variation poor
voice SNR or shot imperfections poor focus dierent zoom factor  The images con
tain the whole head of the person in frontal view as shown in Figure    Apart from the
imperfections of Shot  additional impairments are due to some persons who could not
keep from smiling during the recordings  The original video sequences which are in colour
format were converted to greylevel sequences and for all experiments reported here only
the greylevel sequences were used  Figure   displays a typical image sequence of the
French digits zero to neuf Only every 
th
image frame is displayed in the gure 
Database Description
General
 Number of subjects	   male 
 female
 Speech data	 sentences of 
 continuously spoken digits zero un deux trois
quatre cinq six sept huit neuf
 Repetitions	  recorded at one week intervals denoted as Shot 
  Shot 
 Total number of utterances	 
 words or 
 sentences
Video
 Image format	   pixels
 Image frame rate	  Hz
 Pixel resolution	  bits greylevel converted from colour
 Total number of images	 
 Average number of frames per word	 
 
Audio
 Sampling rate	  kHz
 Sample resolution	 
 bits
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Figure  	 Example images from the MVTS database  Each row represents a dierent
session  The 
th
row represents the most dicult images to recognise 
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/ /
neuf
sept
cinq / /
/ /
six / /
huit /
/
/ quatre
deux
/ un
/ /
/
trois
/
/
/zero/
/
Figure  	 Example sequence from the MVTS database 
Chapter 
Feature Extraction
This chapter describes a method for visual feature extraction to be used for speech re
cognition and speaker recognition applications  An appearance based model is used to
represent both the shape of the lip contours and the greylevel intensity around the mouth
area  The model is used to localise and track the lips in image sequences and to extract
important features  Experimental results are presented for two dierent databases 
Facial speech feature extraction and modelling has become an important issue in both
automatic speech processing and automatic image processing  Potential applications of
these methods include
 acousticvisual speech recognition 

 acousticvisual person authentication 


 lip synchronisation 
 speechdriven talking heads 

 speechbased image coding 
 
Robust and accurate facial feature analysis is a dicult object recognition problem
because of large appearance dierences between and within subjects and dierences due
to varying environmental conditions  Intersubject variability is mainly due to dierent
appearance of lips skin facial hair and make up whereas intrasubject variability is
largely caused by speech production and facial expressions but it can also be due to wet lips
or teeth causing visual re#ection  Environmental dierences depend on the illumination
and include the changes in the pose of the face 
Motivated by psychological studies several researchers have developed speechreading
systems which have demonstrated the potential use of visual information to improve the
robustness of acoustic speech recognition systems in noise  While these systems have val
idated the benet of visual speech information there is still much discussion about how to
determine which visual features are important for speechreading how to represent them
and how to extract them automatically in a robust manner 

  Most approaches for

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speechreading have constrained or circumvented the feature extraction problem by mark
ing the subjects lips with colour or re#ective markers by recording the lip movements
with a head mounted camera by using one subject only for the experiments by hand
segmenting the lip region or by using very controlled lighting conditions  This chapter
attempts to solve the feature extraction problems without the use of such constraints 
The task of feature extraction can be divided into feature localisation and feature
tracking  The rst step involves the localisation of the features in an image while the
second step is concerned with tracking the features over an image sequence and extracting
important information useful for a certain application  Feature localisation is usually more
dicult than feature tracking since the coarse position scale illumination and subject
identity are not known  These variables will however remain fairly constant within an
image sequence which facilitates lip tracking  Feature localisation is often performed under
certain constraints e g  by using images where the face is already segmented from the
background or by using images which contain the mouth area only 
  Previous Approaches
The problem of facial feature extraction has been studied extensively particularly for the
application of face recognition  Feature extraction normally consists in the localisation
of salient features like the eyes and the mouth and sometimes also the face outline  For
face recognition applications it is usually assumed that the person has a neutral facial
expression with the mouth closed which simplies the localisation of the mouth 
 Feature Localisation
Deformable Templates
Yuille et al  
 
 developed the deformable template method which was used for
feature extraction and person identication  The method is based on simple geometric
shapes which can deform and move under the in#uence of image evidence in an attempt
to minimise an energy function  Although certain constraints for shape deformation are
used it is dicult to ensure that the model only deforms into legal shapes and at the
same time is #exible enough to resolve ne contour details  Several other researchers have
described similar methods   
Craw et al   presented a model based approach for feature detection where the
model is derived from a training set  Simulated annealing is used to nd a maximum of
an objective function which considers image gradients and shape deformation 
A unied approach for feature localisation was described by Lanitis et al  
 


  The approach is based on statistical models which were derived from a training set of
face images  Shape deformation is modelled by a point distribution model PDM  and
active shape model ASM search  is used to locate the face together with the facial
features in the image  Greylevel appearance is modelled using #exible greylevel models
which are attached to points on the shape model and which are used in image search  This
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method has also been applied to faces with varying facial expressions  The approach for
facial feature extraction describe here is closely related to the PDM method 
Template Matching
Brunelli and Poggio  have used a correlation method to locate facial features  The
greylevels of the images are usually rst normalised before templates of dierent scales
are used to nd a maximum correlation  The normalisation process is however critical and
sensitive to dierent illumination pose rotation and scale  Also the method does not
deal well with deformations  Moghaddam and Pentland 
 

 described an approach
based on the KarhunenLoeve KL expansion to construct eigenfeatures which are used
to nd facial features  An exhaustive search is performed over the entire image and at
dierent scales and a density measure is used to compute a local measure of target sali
ency  This method can be considered an extension of the correlation method but where
image variability is taken into account  The drawback of the scheme is that it does not
model image deformation explicitly and that the spatial relationship between the dierent
features is not used in image search 
Knowledge based Approaches
Yang and Huang 
 described an attempt to detect faces and facial features using a
knowledge based method consisting of three levels  Face detection was based on pyramid
images which were used to search for possible face candidates  Edge detection and multi
binarisation methods were then employed on these face candidates to nd facial features 
These were evaluated by a number of hand crafted rules to make a nal decision  The
method is highly dependent on the rules dened by the user and it might be dicult to
dene such rules for a large number of conditions and faces 
A more elaborate knowledge based approach has been described by Yow and Cipolla

 who presented a system which uses a family of Gaussian derivative lters to search
and extract human facial features from the image  Steerable and scalable lters are applied
to nd line features of the eyes eye brows nose and mouth  The features are grouped
into partial face groups and a belief network is used for verifying possible face candidates 
The simple representation of facial features might however not hold for a large number of
subjects and for dierent facial expressions 
Reisfeld et al  
 
 developed a generalised symmetry measure as a computer vis
ion analogy to attention and xation  The symmetry transform does not require knowledge
about the shape of the object and assigns a continuous symmetry measure to each point
in the object  Knowledge about the geometry of the face is then applied to the symmetry
measure to locate eyes and mouth 
Duchnowski et al   described a neural network based method for mouth and mouth
corner localisation  The mouth corners are used to place and scale a window over the
face image which serves as feature vector for a speechreading system  The rst network
is trained on edges obtained by the Sobel operator and gives a coarse position of the
mouth  The second network is trained on horizontal gradients and is used to nd the
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mouth corners  This approach learns the appearance of the lip corners from a training set
but due to the use of gradient information and the limited information contained in the
lip corners it might not be robust for a large number of persons and recording conditions 
Visual Motion Analysis
Wolf et al  
 described a method for mouth detection for the purpose of speechreading 
The technique is based on edge detection thresholding and triangulation of the eyes with
the mouth  However it was not always found to produce stable results especially if the
eyes were closed  The method was therefore augmented by motion information obtained
from the dierence of consecutive images after ltering and thresholding 
Mak and Allen 

 have described an approach for the localisation of the mouth as
a preprocessing step for lip tracking  The algorithm is based on morphological ltering
subtraction of subsequent images thresholding and cluster analysis  This method assumes
that the intensity of the mouth is considerably lower than that of the skin  The largest
cluster is assumed to represent the mouth and its centre is used as the centre of the mouth 
These assumptions might be invalid for persons with beard or persons with dark skin 
  Feature Tracking and Extraction
The main approaches for extracting visual speech information from image sequences can
be grouped into image based geometric feature based visual motion based and model based
approaches 
In the image based approach the greylevel image containing the mouth is either used
directly or after some preprocessing as feature vector  The advantage of this method is
that no data is disregarded  The disadvantage is that it is left to the classier to learn the
nontrivial task of nding the generalisation for image variability translation scaling D
rotation illumination and linguistic variability inter$intra speaker variability  Another
disadvantage is the high dimension and high redundancy of the feature vector  It might
appear that such approaches will work if a large enough collection of training examples is
available which cover all possible image variations  However just the linguistic variability
present in lowdimensional acoustic speech features causes major problems in acoustic
speech modelling despite the availability of very large databases  This indicates that high
dimensional visual features which contain additional image variability of several dierent
origins will lead to even larger diculties in visual speech modelling 
The visual motion based approach can be considered a sub group of the image based
approach  It is assumed that the visual motion during speech production contains relevant
speech information  Visual motion information is likely to be robust to dierent speakers
and to dierent skin re#ectance however the algorithms usually do not calculate the
actual #ow eld but the visual #ow eld  A further problem consists in the extraction of
relevant features from the #ow eld 
The geometric feature based approach assumes that certain measures such as the height
or width of the mouth opening are important features  The automatic extraction of these
features is however not trivial and most of these approaches have used semiautomatic
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methods or have painted the lips of the talker to facilitate feature extraction  The advant
age of the method is that the features are represented in a compact form  The disadvantage
consists in the dicult automatic extraction of these features and the subjective choice of
the features to consider 
In the model based approach a model of the visible speech articulators usually the
lip contours is built and its conguration is described by a small set of parameters 
The advantage of this method is that important features can be represented in a low
dimensional space and can be made invariant to translation scaling rotation and lighting 
A disadvantage is that the particular model used may not consider all relevant speech
information  The main diculty in the modelbased approach is the design of the model
topology and the design of a robust algorithm which accurately maps the model to the
image  The model based scheme can be regarded as an extension of the geometric feature
based method 
Image based approaches
Yuhas et al  
 
 presented a speechreading system where the whole greylevel image
containing the mouth area was used as feature vector for the ASR system  The image
was subsampled to provide an image of  pixels  Similar feature exaction methods were
described in 
   A method which only uses the horizontal and vertical greylevel vec
tors centred at the mouth as feature vectors has been proposed in 
  Silsbee 
 

has described another image based method based on vector quantisation where 
 code
vectors describing dierent mouth congurations were selected by hand  The approach
was however described as being extremely sensitive to dierences in width and height of
the lip opening and very sensitive to the presence$absence of teeth 
Wu et al  
 have compared the greylevel image representation with binary rep
resentations of the mouth similar to those of Petajan 
 and geometric features  The
binary image represented the oral cavity either including or not including the teeth  The
geometric features were represented by the height width and area of the cavity which
were obtained from the binary image  Recognition results for static images of vowels were
slightly better for the binary representations with teeth and for the geometric features
than for grey level images  The experiments however seem too small to draw major con
clusions about feature representations  Furthermore the recognition of speech from static
images simplies the problem substantially 
Techniques for the reduction of the feature space based on a KL expansion of the im
ages containing the mouth area have been proposed in    
  A multiscale non
linear decomposition method based on sieves has been described in 
  These methods
reduce the features space considerably and are generally less sensitive to noise  The the
oretical foundation for these approaches is however not very clear  The extracted features
account for both shape variability and intensity variability  The features might therefore
be less discriminative for a large population of speakers with dierent appearances and
mouth shapes 
Movellan 
 described a feature extraction method where the image was rst norm
alised and symmetrised using the vertical midline of the image as the axis of symmetry 
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Only one half of the symmetrised image was kept for further processing  The other half of
the image was replaced by the pixel by pixel dierences of consecutive images  The result
ing images were then ltered subsampled and scaled by a function which approximates
histogram normalisation over the whole image sequence  This resulted in a dimensional
feature vector per image  The temporal features have been shown to improve the recog
nition accuracy considerably  Gray et al  
 have compared this feature representation
with optical #ow and PCA and found it to outperform both methods  A shortcoming
of the method is that the area of interest AOI was used directly without knowing the
exact position and scale of the lips  Gray et al  have therefore used the lip tracking results
obtained by Luettin et al  


 to position and scale the AOI around the lips  This resul
ted in substantially higher recognition performance which suggests that all image based
methods might obtain higher performances by the use of a lip tracker to normalise the
AOI prior to further processing 
Visual Motion Analysis
Mase et al  
 described a speechreading system based on optical #ow which was cal
culated on four windows near the mouth  Parameters were extracted from average #ow
vectors in each window  The underlying assumption of this approach was to estimate the
major muscle activities involved in speech production  The D optical #ow however only
corresponds to the D motion #ow under certain conditions	 the radiance has to remain
constant during motion the object has to be rigid and the motion should be smooth  All
these assumptions are incorrect for lip motion analysis 
A method for feature extraction based on block matching has been presented in 

 
The image is divided into squares of equal size and exhaustive search is used to nd
the best estimated placement  Problems were reported for regions which were uniform in
shading and texture  If the oral cavity area changes and teeth and tongue become visible
the block matching results might no longer correspond to actual motion 
Geometric Features
Petajan 
 
 was probably the rst researcher to develop a speechreading system 
The system was based on geometric features of the mouth opening like height width
and area  A simple thresholding technique was used to nd the mouth opening and linear
timewarping was applied to match test sequences to training templates  A similar feature
extraction method was later used by Goldschen  who developed a continuous spee
chreading system  While these systems have obtained very good speechreading results a
major problem was the extraction of the geometric features which could only be performed
with human assistance 
Finn et al   described a speechreading system where features were extracted by
measurements on highly re#ective dots placed around the speakers mouth  A similar
feature extraction method was used in 
  Other researchers have highlighted the lips
with colour to facilitate visual processing and extraction of geometric features  
  
A system where D information of the face is recovered and used for speech recognition
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has been described in 

   Small re#ective markers were placed on the subjects
face which was illuminated by a infrared stroboscope  The perspective coordinates of the
markers were recovered by two cameras and D coordinates were obtained by means of
a stereophotogrammetric procedure  Approaches using markers or lipstick mainly serve
to determine the usefulness of visual features but they can not be applied to practical
applications 
Deformable Models
The application of deformable templates 
 to liptracking has been described in
 
  The outline of the lips is modelled by a set of hand coded polynomials which
are matched onto the outline of the lips represented by the image gradient  Since the
deformation of deformable templates is constrained by the initial choice of polynomials
they are often not able to resolve ne contour details  Image search is performed by t
ting the template to image gradients assuming strong edges at the lip contours  This
assumption is however often violated as the gradient along the contour is dependent on
the speaker illumination re#ection facial hair visibility of teeth and mouth opening  A
similar approach but based on colour information has been presented in  
Kass et al   have described active contour models socalled snakes for liptracking 
These are able to resolve ne contour details but shape constraints are dicult to incor
porate and one has to compromise between the degree of elasticity and the ability to
resolve ne contour details  Bregler et al    described a method based on snakes for
tracking the outer lip contour but where the contour was constrained to lie in a subspace
learned from a training set  The energy function for image search considers the distance
of the contour to the subspace an internal energy which is minimal when the contour
follows a straight line and the sum of gradients along the contour  The weights for each
contribution were determined empirically  Similar to deformable templates the approach
assumes that image gradients are well suited to represent the lip contours  After perform
ing speech recognition tests with the extracted shape parameters Bregler et al  found
that the information provided by their tracking results were not distinctive enough to give
reasonable recognition performance  They therefore used the components of the greylevel
matrix centred and scaled around the lips as speech features  Another modied version
of snakes together with the use of colour information has been proposed by Chiou  
and a version which was used in combination with deformable templates has been reported
in  
An approach based on splines  and Kalman lters  has been described in 
  
Shape constraints were imposed on the deforming template by limiting the number of
degrees of freedom  This was performed by tting the spline to two extreme mouth shapes 
Image search was done by searching for high contrast edges  However tracking was only
stable when a lipstick was worn to enhance the contrast around the lips  Ramos Sanchez
et al  

 combined a spline based lip model with a colour based image search  Lip
boundary search was formulated as a twoclass lip or skin classication problem 
They found however the lip chromaticity not to be adequately represented by a unimodal
distribution  They therefore constructed individual chromaticity models for each subject
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which prevents the use of the model for multispeaker or speaker independent feature
extraction  A similar colour based approach but where shape modelling was based on
Bezier curves has been described in 
  The energy function considered internal and
external modal forces dynamic constraints and colour information from the image  Their
relative contribution to the energy function was determined empirically 
 The Need for Better Feature Extraction Methods
It is often argued that visual information in a speech recognition system is most benecial
in real world applications where noise is present  If the aim of a visualacoustic speech
recognition system is therefore to be used in such an environment the robustness of the
visual subsystem in such an environment is of crucial importance  The requirement of the
feature extraction method can be divided as follows	
 Robustness to speakers	 ethnic background male$female facial hair makeup age 
 Robustness to pose	 translation D rotation scale 
 Robustness to illumination	 natural$articial direction 
 Extraction of important speech related features preferably invariant to the previous
three factors 
In order to be robust to all these sources of variability encountered in real world applic
ations the feature extraction method should use as much knowledge about the scene as
possible  One way of incorporating such knowledge is to build a model of the object  Image
based methods and motion analysis methods which do not use any model knowledge are
unlikely to achieve the desired performance 
Most modelbased systems developed so far have relied on heuristics about shape
deformation which can lead to shape deformation which is either too limited or too #exible 
Such limited specicity of shape deformation can decrease the robustness of the image
search which maps the model to the image 
Previous model based methods have also used heuristics about the appearance of the
lip contours as information for the image search  The assumptions about strong gradients
at the lip contours are often incorrect and can lead to ambiguities with other gradients in
the image  This can lead to poor search performance 
Important visual speech features are thought to be contained in the contour of the
lips and in ner image details such as the teeth tongue wrinkles and protrusion  Several
contour models are not able to represent the principal deformations of the lip contours
well and often only consider the outer lip contour  Image based feature extraction methods
on the other hand often mainly represent intensity changes due to mouth opening and are
not able to resolve ne mouth details 
The approach described here is to learn typical shape deformation from a training
set  Typical intensity variation around the lip contours is learned from training data too 
These patterns of variability are used in image search to map the model to the image and
to extract speech dependent shape and intensity information from this mapping 
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 Appearance based Models
The remainder of this chapter describes the development of an appearance based model
ABM for lip localisation lip tracking and feature extraction  One of the issues to address
in a model based approach is to choose an appropriate description of the visible articu
lators  We are modelling a physical process so we could describe this process in terms
of physical movements and positions of the articulators that determine the vocal tract 
Specically for visual analysis we could attempt to estimate muscle action from the im
age such as in 
   However the musculature of the face is complex D information
is not present muscle motion is not directly observable and there are at least thirteen
groups of muscles involved in the lip movements alone   Furthermore using optical
#ow computation to estimate such action might not be appropriate due to violation of its
underlying assumptions 
An appearancebased model was therefore chosen to represent the visual speech articu
lators  In order to construct such a model we need to determine which features the model
will incorporate and how they are represented  For the application of speech recognition
the model should represent those features important for speech recognition and disregard
those which account for speaker identity pose and illumination  For speaker recognition
applications on the other hand the method should describe features which are specic
to a persons identity and disregard all others  Here it will be assumed that visual speech
and identity information can not be separated easily  The same features which are thought
to be important for speech recognition will therefore also be used for speaker recognition 
This assumption is usually also made in acoustic speaker recognition 
It is generally agreed that most visual information is contained in the lip contours
especially the inner lip contour but it has been shown in Chap   that the visibility of
teeth and tongue provides important speech cues too  We therefore would like to have a
model which describes both the shape of the inner and outer lips and the intensity around
the mouth area  Models based on point distribution models PDM also called active
shape models ASM when used in image search     are used for modelling
shape deformation  PDMs are #exible models which represent an object by a set of labelled
points  The points describe the boundary or other signicant locations of an object  The
average shape and the principal modes of variation are captured from a labelled training
set 
 Overview of their Training and Usage
Figure  
 shows the block diagram of the dierent stages for training and using the
models  A training set of images must be labelled by hand by placing points around the
contour of the object to model  The shapes are decomposed into a weighted sum of basis
shapes using a KarhunenLoeve expansion  The mean and the covariance matrix of the
coordinates of the shape points are computed and the eigenvectors which represent the
basis shapes are obtained by Principal Component Analysis PCA  Similarly the grey
levels in an area around the model points are decomposed into a weighted sum of basis
intensity images which are obtained by PCA  The model structure is described by the
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Intensity Eigenvectors
Shape Eigenvectors
Shape Parameters
Intensity Parameters
Feature Extraction
Adjust
Eigenvector
Weights
Find
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Training Examples
Normalised Intensities
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PCA
PCA
Mean Intensity
Mean Shape
ModelNormalised Shapes
(a) Training the lip model
Approximate Lips Lip Localisation/Tracking
(b) Using the lip model
Figure  
	 Block diagram of the training and use of the models  Principal component
analysis PCA is performed on a labelled training set of object examples which reveal the
principal modes of shape and intensity variation  The means as well as the eigenvectors
are used during localisation and tracking to t the model to the image by using a cost
minimisation function  Shape and intensity features can be recovered from these tracking
results and can serve as features for speech or person recognition applications 
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mean shape mean intensity basis shapes and basis intensities 
Any shape and intensity can be synthesised using the mean shape mean intensity
and a linear combination of their basis vectors  The weights of the shape and intensity
eigenvectors are denoted as the model parameters  The model is used to locate and track the
lips in image sequences  This is realised by a cost function which matches the t between
the model and the image and a minimisation function which nds the best match  Once
the best match is found the model parameters describing the conguration of the model
for this match are recovered and can be used as features for further processing 
 Shape Modelling
PDMs are used for shape modelling in order to avoid the use of heuristic assumptions about
legal shape deformation  Instead knowledge about legal shape deformation is obtained by
examining a representative training set  This leads to a description of local and global
deformations with a small set of parameters and constrains the shape model to only
deform to shapes similar to the ones seen in the training set 
 Labelling Training Shapes
Labelling training shapes consists of placing model points around the boundary of the
training images to allow the statistical analysis of these coordinates  The training ex
amples therefore need to be labelled in a consistent manner in order to be able to compare
equivalent points from dierent shapes  Here the two outer corner points of the lips are
used as reference points  Their distance is dened as scale their orientation to the hori
zontal as the angle and their centre as the origin  The other points are placed at equal
horizontal distance along the lip contours  Two dierent models of the lips were built	
Model SC describes the outer contour of the upper and lower lips and Model DC de
scribes the outer and inner contour of the upper and lower lips  Figure   displays Model
DC with translation t
x
and t
y
 scale s and angle 	 
(x ,y )i i
(t ,t )x y
Θ
s
Figure  	Model DC representing the outer and inner lip contour with  control points 
To generate a certain lip shape the translation t
x
  t
y
 rotation  and scale s are
required in addition to the coordinates of the model points 
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It should be noted that the labelling of the training set can be considered an illposed
problem  The boundary of the outer lip contour especially of the lower lip can not always
be determined uniquely  In some cases there is no visible boundary at the lower contour
while in other cases two boundaries appear or the boundary is occluded by facial hair 
Figure  	 Examples form the Tulips
 database for which the labelling of lip contours
was dicult  The outer lower lip contour is often not very distinct from the skin and the
border of the inner contour can be confused with the texture inside the mouth 
Figure   shows three examples for which the determination of the lip contour is
ambiguous  In the rst two images the lower lip is not distinct while in the third image
the determination of the inner lip contour is dicult due to the absence of a clear boundary
between the lips and the mouth  The inner lip contour is normally determined as the
visible border between the skin texture and the mouth opening  Where this contour lies
on the skin depends on the mouth opening and in particular on the protrusion which
generally reveals more of the skin inside the mouth  This border is therefore neither the
actual inner lip contour nor does it always correspond to the same part of the lips  To
minimise these ambiguities it was attempted to label all examples in the same way i e  in
cases of ambiguity at the outer lip contour the contour which corresponds to the texture
dierence rather than the skin wrinkle was used as border  Similarly the inner lip contour
was determined as the visible border between the texture and the mouth opening 
The i
th
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   N
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The normalisation process ensures that model points of dierent examples can be related
without distortion from scale translation or rotation 
Automatic labelling of training examples is still a problem in the PDM framework  A
solution for moving objects has been presented by Baumberg and Hogg 
 where the
object boundary was obtained by subtracting the background from the moving object 
Hill and Taylor  have proposed an algorithm for the automatic generation of landmark
points however the algorithm still requires that the contour of the object is segmented
prior to the landmark generation  Both methods can therefore not easily be applied to the
labelling of lip contours 
  Modelling Shape Variability
A shape can be approximated by a weighted sum of basis shapes which are obtained by a K
L expansion  Given a set ofN
e
normalised labelled shapes we can calculate the mean shape
x and the covariance matrix S
s
  The eigenvectors and eigenvalues of the covariance matrix
are obtained by principal component analysis PCA  The eigenvectors with the largest
eigenvalues describe the most signicant modes of variation i e  the variance described by
an eigenvector is equal to its corresponding eigenvalue 
A normalised shape can now be approximated by
x  x%P
s
b
s
 
where P
s
 p
s 
 p
s
      p
sT
s
 is the matrix of the rst T
s
T
s

 N
s
 column eigenvectors
corresponding to the largest eigenvalues and b
s
 b
s 
  b
s
       b
sT
s
 a vector containing
the weights for the eigenvectors  The number of eigenvectors used to describe the main
modes of variation is normally much smaller than the number of variables of a shape
instance 
Figure   and Figure   show the mean shape of the models and the rst four modes
of variation by   standard deviation sd computed over training examples from the
Tulips
 database  In order to project a lip model into an image the scale rotation and
translation parameters are needed in addition to the shape parameters 
For Model SC the rst mode of variation mainly changes the position of the lower lip
contour  The second mode primarily describes the position of the upper lip contour and
the third mode accounts for asymmetry  Subsequent modes describe ner contour details 
For Model DC the rst mode mainly changes the lower lip the second mode changes the
upper lip and the third mode describes the mouth opening  Subsequent modes account for
asymmetry and ner contour details 
An earlier version of these models which only considered vertical deformation of the
model points has been described by Luettin et al  
  The method was sucient for the
single contour model but could not fully describe the large variability of the inner contour
of the double contour model 
The approach assumes that the principal modes are linearly independent although
there might be nonlinear dependencies present  For objects with nonlinear behaviour
linear models reduce the specicity of the model and can generate implausible shapes
which lead to less robust image search  They also require more modes of variation than
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1. Mode
2. Mode
3. Mode
4. Mode
Figure  	 The middle column displays the mean shape for Model SC and the other
columns show the four most signicant modes of shape variation as the sum of the mean
shape and dierent basis shapes 
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1. Mode
2. Mode
3. Mode
4. Mode
Figure  	 The middle column displays the mean shape for Model DC and the other
columns show the four most signicant modes of shape variation as the sum of the mean
shape and dierent basis shapes 
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the true number of degrees of freedom of the object  The specicity of a model can be
improved by a nonlinear process e g  by nonlinear PCA as described by Souza et al  
 
 Intensity Modelling
Intensity modelling is described here as a mean for a robust image representation to be used
for image search in locating and tracking lips  In Chapter  and Chapter  the intensity
model will be used to provide important features for speech and speaker recognition which
are obtained from the results of the image search  In order to use PDMs for image search
we would like to have a cost function which measures the t between the model and the
image  This t should provide information about how likely it is that the model positioned
at a certain location and with a certain shape matches the actual lips in the image  A
minimisation function will then be used to search the image for possible candidates  The
candidate with the best t will be assumed to represent the actual position and shape of
the lips in the image  We therefore need to nd a way of representing dominant image
features of the lip contours which we try to match with a certain representation of our
model 
Figure  	 Example images of the Tulips
 database rst row and their gradient mag
nitude images second row 
The most common approach for representing contours is to use edges or gradients  It
is however well known that the representation of object boundaries by edges are illposed
and therefore do not have unique solutions 
  Particularly for lips the appearance of
contours is highly variable  even for the same person  The gradient values at the outer
lip contour are often strong at the upper lip and week at the lower lip  The gradients at
the inner contour are highly dependent on mouth opening and the visibility of teeth and
tongue  Gradients are also dependent on the speaker make up facial hair ethnic origin
and illumination  Furthermore edges of the lip contours are often confused with other
gradients which can originate from specularity visibility of teeth and tongue shadows or
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facial hair 
Figure   shows some example images of the Tulips
 database used for the experiments
and their gradient magnitude images after Gaussian smoothing  The examples show clearly
the diculties gradientbased search methods are faced with and that gradient information
is not an appropriate way to represent dominant features of lip contours 
In analogy to the statistical description of the lip deformation we want to avoid the use
of heuristics for image search and rather learn the greylevel appearance at the contour
from a training set  Assuming that greylevel changes are not only important at each
contour point but also in regions around each point the statistics of the actual greylevel
appearance are captured around each model point and their main modes of variation are
estimated from a training set 
0 2 4 6 8
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Profile Points
Figure  	 Greylevel prole extraction  The greylevel vectors are sampled perpendicular
to the lip contour and centred at the model points 
Following  one dimensional proles g
ij
of length N
p
are sampled perpendicular to
the contour and centred at point j for each training image i as shown in Fig     But
instead of calculating individual mean proles and covariance matrices for each model
point the proles of all model points are concatenated to construct a global prole vector
h
i
for each training image i as described in 	
h
i
 g
i
 g
i 
      g
iN
s
  

T
 
The global mean prole h of dimension N
i
 N
s
N
p
and the global covariance matrix
S
i
is then calculated and the eigenvectors and eigenvalues of the covariance matrix S
i
are
obtained by PCA  The eigenvectors with the largest corresponding eigenvalues describe the
mainmodes of greylevel variation seen in the training set  Any prole can be approximated
using
h  h%P
i
b
i
 
where P
i
 p
i 
 p
i
      p
iT
i
 is the N
i
 T
i
matrix of the rst T
i
T
i

 N
i
 column
eigenvectors corresponding to the largest eigenvalues and b
i
a vector containing the weights
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for each eigenvector  A lip model " can now be represented by the following notation	
" 

h x b
s
 b
i
  t
x
  t
y
  s  	

 
This notation contains all parameters required to approximate the shape intensity and
pose of a certain lip image 
The intensity weight vector b
i
represents the intensity around the lip contour and
accounts for features like the intensity of the oral cavity visibility of teeth and tongue
and ner details like protrusion  These parameters therefore represent important features
with respect to speech recognition and person identication 
+ 2 s.d. Mean - 2 s.d.
1. Mode
2. Mode
3. Mode
Figure  	 The principal modes of intensity variation of Model DC  The middle column
displays the mean intensity and the other columns represent the three most signicant
modes of intensity variation for    s d 
This feature extraction approach is similar to the local greylevel models described
by Lanitis et al  
 
 
 who performed an individual PCA on each model point 
Here a global greylevel model is used assuming that variances across model points are
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correlated  It is also related to the eigenlips reported by Bregler et al    Bregler et al 
placed a window around the mouth area on which PCA was performed  Since the window
does not deform with the lips the eigenvectors of the PCA mainly account for intensity
variation due to dierent lip shape and mouth opening  In comparison the PCA space
described here deforms with the lip contours and therefore describes intensity variation
which is independent of the lip shape  The obtained intensity information is therefore
complementary to the contour information provided by the shape model 
In order to visualise the intensity models the greylevels between the prole vectors
are interpolated and smoothed with a Median lter  The mean intensity and the rst
three modes of intensity variation using this method are shown in Figure    All grey
level models are displayed using the mean shape  Although this might generate unrealistic
appearances since the greylevels are correlated with the mouth opening it was considered
to be acceptable for visualisation purposes 
The greylevel models show the area covered by the prole vectors	 the mouth opening
the lip area and the skin around the lips  The rst mode mainly accounts for global in
tensity variation the second mode describes the contrast between the upper and the lower
lip and the third mode mainly represents the contrast between lips and skin  Subsequent
modes describe ner variations such as lighting direction specularity and visibility of
teeth and tongue 
This method for intensity modelling assumes that the variances of intensity proles
at dierent model points are correlated with each other as they are expected to be due
to illumination eects and dierent skin and lip intensity  The prole model captures the
global variation across speakers and the variation within speakers  Particularly during
speech production the intensity variation inside the mouth is subject to the largest in
tensity variation  In analogy to shape modelling the intensity modes are assumed to be
linearly independent 
 Image Search
The task of image search is to localise the lips in the image  This is normally performed
by matching the model to the image at dierent locations and with dierent shapes and
by choosing the hypothesis with the highest likelihood  In this work two dierent cost
functions are investigated to describe the t between the model and the image	 an image
gradient based function and a function based on the intensity model  Both methods use the
Downhill Simplex Method DSM for nding the position and shape with the minimum
cost 
 Cost Function based on Gradients
Several researchers    
  have described lip tracking experiments using
gradient based cost functions  An approach based on gradient information was therefore
implemented and tested for both shape models Model SC and Model DC  The images
were rst Gaussian ltered before the gradient magnitude was calculated  Examples are
shown in Fig     The cost E
g
was dened as the negative sum of the gradient magnitudes
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over all model points given by
E
g
 
N
s
X
i 
q
dx

i
% dy

i
 
where dx
i
and dy
i
represent the gradients at point i in horizontal and vertical direction
respectively  The search function tries to minimise the cost function f with respect to the
following parameter set	
ft
x
  t
y
  s  	 b
s
  

First experiments showed that the algorithm performed very poorly and that the results
were highly dependent on the initial estimate being close to the actual lip location  This
was thought to be due to the sparse occurrence of gradients over the image  The gradient
magnitude images were therefore ltered with an exponential function to blur the gradients
over a larger area and to make the search more robust  Still the performance of the
algorithm was very low 
Hennecke  has used a slightly dierent method by calculating horizontal edges
and has used a cost function which dierentiates between positive and negative edges 
This approach makes the following assumptions about the intensity I	 I
skin
 I
lips

I
mouthopening
  This method was also implemented but was not found to provide satisfactory
results  The assumptions made were for example invalid in the case of shadows below the
lower lip visibility of teeth subjects with dark skin and subjects with beards 
  Cost Function based on Intensity Models
This cost function uses the intensity model to describe the t between the image and the
model  It can be considered an extension to correlation based matching with the dierence
that greylevel variability is taken into account  It can also be viewed as an extension to
the eigenface approach 
 for detection which takes greylevel variability into account
but which does not model shape variability explicitly  The search method described here
considers both shape variability and greylevel variability in the calculation of the cost
E

p
 which is calculated by the following two steps	

  Given t
x
  t
y
  s  	 b
s
 compute b
i
using  
 to align model to image 
  Given b
i
  calculate cost E

i
using  






 


To account for grey level variation captured in the training set the model prole is rst
aligned to the image prole h as closely as possible using the mean intensity and a
weighted sum of the rst few basis intensities  As the eigenvectors in P
i
are orthogonal
the parameter vector b
i
describing the weights for the basis images can be found using
b
i
 P
i
T
h h  

To measure how well a model ts the image the sum of square errors E

i
between the
image prole and the aligned model prole is calculated using
E

i
 h h
T
h h b
T
i
b
i
  

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Note that the cost function is optimised with respect to the same parameters as for gradi
ent based search using  
  The intensity weight parameter vector b
i
can be obtained
from the cost function and can be used for further processing 
Cootes et al   have used the following measure to estimate how well the model ts
the prole	
E

c

T
i
X
j 
b

ij

j
%
E

i

T
i
 

where 
i
is the eigenvalue corresponding to the ith eigenvector with 
i
 
i 
  This
measure considers both the distances between the considered modes from the mean E
  T
rst term and the distance not explained by the considered modes E
T  N
second term 
The notation E
n m
refers to the residual error for the modes n to m  The relative weighting
of both terms assumes that the sum of the squares of residuals are Gaussian distributed
and have a variance of 
T
i
  Moghaddam and Pentland 
 have shown that the optimal
value for 
T
i
is the arithmetic mean of the eigenvalues 
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Figure  	 A simple model for T
i
  and N
i
  with mean h  h
 
  h
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
T
and two
eigenvectors p
 
 p
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i
  The best  t
	
h is the projection of h onto the surface spanned by p
 
and p
T
i
which results in the residual error E
T
i
  N
i
  Constraining all parameters b
i
to stay
within a certain limit shaded area results in the limited  t


h and the residual error E
i
 
Since this measure penalises values far from the mean it is unlikely to be appropriate
for the application of lip localisation and tracking where the intensities vary considerably
for dierent subjects and mouth opening  In this case it is more desirable to assign equal
prior probabilities to instances within a certain limit and to constrain the model parameters
to stay within these limits  This strategy was implemented here by using the sum of
residual square errors E

i
as distance measure but forcing all intensity modes to stay
within  sd which accounts for  of intensity variation 
Figure   illustrates the dierent error measures for a simple model with two modes
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of variation  Along the directions p
i
for which i  T
i
 the weights b
i
are not considered
in the error function E
i
 but they are constrained to lie within the limits of    sd For
the point h the best  t
	
h is the projection of h onto the surface spanned by p
 
and p
T
i

resulting in the residual error E
T
i
  N
i
  The limited  t
!
h is obtained by limiting the weight
vectors which results in the residual error E
i
 
Several lip tracking approaches use an additional cost component for shape deformation
  
 which penalises shapes far from the mean shape and gives preference to shapes
close to the mean shape  This is clearly not desirable and can result in search errors for
shapes far from the mean shape  Here the use of a component for shape deformation is
avoided but each shape mode is constrained to stay within   s d  during image search in
analogy to the limits for the intensity modes which accounts for  of shape variation 
Equal prior probabilities are assigned to all model shapes within these limits 
 Minimisation Function
The minimisation function is to used to nd the optimum choice of parameters i e  those
which give the minimum cost  Although we are interested in nding the global minima
the cost function usually has several local minima  The degree of diculty for nding
the global minimum depends largely on the constraints on the images under which the
algorithm should work  Constraints can be used for illumination pose within$between
subject variability and the AOI containing the lips 
Here for lip localisation it is assumed that the coarse position scale and angle of the
mouth is known  Most lip tracking applications require the face to be located rst followed
by a rough localisation of facial features like eyes and mouth  No other constraints were
applied and the algorithm was tested for the illumination pose and subject variabilities
covered by the used databases 
Cootes et al   use a minimisationmethod which evaluates the best t for each model
point separately and then updates the global shape parameters  This twostep process is
iterated until convergence  For our application this method did not to perform satisfactory 
One reason for this was the often very weak image evidence at the lower outer lip contour
which often suggested false movements  The second reason was due to the large variability
of prole vectors which are clearly correlated  This correlation across prole vectors is not
accounted for by isolated prole evaluation  Greylevel prole correlation is mainly due to
dierences across subjects dierent degrees of mouth opening and varying visibility of
teeth 
The Downhill Simplex Method DSM was used instead 
 
 to nd a minimum
of the cost function  The DSM has the important property of not requiring derivatives of
function evaluations and that it can get out of local minima  A simplex is a geometrical
gure consisting in n dimensions of n%
 vertices  For two dimensions it is a triangle and
for  dimensions it is a tetrahedron  One of the vertices corresponds to the initial guess
and the other points dene vector directions that span the ndimensional vector space 
The distance of each of these points to the initial guess represent the initial perturbation
in that direction  The method iteratively evaluates the cost in each of these perturbation
directions and performs one of the following steps	
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Reection re#ect the vertex with the highest cost in the plane dened by the remaining
vertices 
Expansion expand the re#ected vertex 
Contraction contract the re#ected vertex 
Multiple contraction contract all vertices around the lowest point 
The DSM will always converge to a minimum of the function although to nd the
global minimum is not guaranteed  The model is initialised with the mean shape and
placed in a random location in the AOI which is the starting point for the search algorithm 
The algorithm then minimises the cost function  
  The search process begins by
evaluating initial perturbations of each parameter which were chosen to be sd An
evaluation is performed in two steps at rst the optimal prole weights are calculated for
a given instance using  
 then the cost is computed using  
  It gradually moves
and deforms the model to shapes which give a lower cost and changes the perturbations
dynamically until a certain number of iterations is reached or until the dierence in cost
falls below a certain threshold  The maximal number of iterations was set to  and the
threshold value was set to 

 

  The algorithm has proven to be robust to various initial
parameters and copes well with local minima  Figure  
 shows an example of image
search and the results after a few iterations 
Figure  
	 Ocentre initialisation of Model DC and image search results after  
 and
 iterations 
Liptracking is initiated by locating the lips in the rst image as described above  For
consecutive frames the previous frame is used as the initial estimate of the lip position and
the search is performed as for lip localisation  Although constraints could be introduced
to limit the search to stay within certain limits during tracking for simplicity the same
constraints were used as for locating the lips 
	 Experiments on the Tulips  Database
The computer vision algorithms were implemented under the computer vision research
environment TINA which was developed at Sheeld University 
  The shape and
prole models were built using 
 training examples for Model SC and  examples for
Model DC drawn from all 
 speakers and covering a representative set of mouth shapes 
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All examples were taken from Set 
 and contained hand labelled points  Model SC was
represented by  points Model DC by  points and the dimension of a greylevel proles
was 
  This resulted in a global greylevel vector of dimension  Model SC consisted of
 shape modes which covers  
 of shape variation andModel DC consisted of 
 shape
modes which covers  of shape variation estimated from the corresponding covariance
matrices  For image search 
 intensity modes were used for Model  and  modes for
Model DC 
 Performance Evaluation
There exist two dierent strategies for the evaluation of feature extraction algorithms  One
strategy is to omit direct evaluation of the algorithm at the feature extraction level since
only the nal result of the system is of importance and since the evaluation of feature
extraction methods is often subjective  Here the nal result of the system could be visual
speech recognition performance or person identication performance  The other strategy
is to evaluate the performance of the feature extraction algorithm separately to be able
to relate missclassication of the nal system either to the feature extraction process or
to the classication method  Furthermore the evaluation is helpful in comparing dierent
feature extraction algorithms independent of further processes 
For the Tulips
 database it was attempted to evaluate the performance of the lip
tracking algorithm directly  Ideally this would require all images to be labelled with the
correct outline of the lips which would need to be done by hand  Instead we choose
to judge the performance by visual inspection into three categories  A search result was
classied as Good if the lip contour was found within about one quarter of the lip thickness
deviation  It was classied as Adequate if the outline of the contour was found between
one quarter and half the lip thickness deviation and it was classied as a Miss otherwise 
For tracking results all of the images had to be classied as Good in order to classify the
whole sequence as Good  For Adequate tracking classication all of the images had to be
classied as either Adequate or Good 
  Lip Localisation
All tests for lip localisation were performed on the rst image frames of Set   For loc
alisation tests the position of the model was initialised at a position o the centre  This
makes the search process more realistic assuming that only a rough estimate of the lip
position is known  The shape parameters were initialised with the mean shape parameters 
Figure  
 shows the initial placement of the model in the image and results of the image
search after a few iterations 
Examples of lip localisation results for all subjects are shown in Figure  
  The two
localisation results classied as Miss are depicted in Figure  

  Localisation results for
both models can be found in Table  
  For both models there was only 
 image out of
 which was classied as Miss all other images were classied as Good 
To compare the intensity based search function with gradient based search a second
experiment was conducted using the gradient image as a criteria for the cost function 
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Figure  

	 Examples of lip localisation results usingModel DC and intensity model based
search which were classied as Miss 
Figure  
	 Examples of lip localisation results for all subjects using Model DC and
intensity model based search which were classied as Good  Image search copes well with
dierent subjects and dierent illumination and nds the inner lip contour despite the
large intensity dierences due to the visibility of the teeth and mouth opening 
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The images were rst Gaussian ltered before calculating the gradient magnitude  The
resulting images were smoothed with an exponential function to blur the gradients over a
large image area and to make the search more robust  The cost was dened as the negative
sum of the gradient image at all model points according to    This method is similar to
the ones described in    Because the results for lip localisation were so poor another
test was performed where the model was initialised at the centre of the image 
Table  
	 Results for lip localisation using intensity based image search or gradient based
image search  The model was either initialised at the centre or o the centre 
Cost Initialisation Model Good  Adequate  Miss 
Intensity ocentre SC     

Model DC     

Gradient ocentre SC      
Magnitude DC   
   
centre SC 
     
DC      
Table  
 shows the results for lip localisation using gradient information  Miss
localisation was mainly caused by the small gradient of the outer lower lips re#ections on
the lips and gradients originating from the teeth  Initialising the model at the centre of the
image improved the results only slightly  These results clearly demonstrate the advantage
of greylevel models over gradients in image search 
 Lip Tracking
Lip tracking tests were performed on all image sequences of Set  and were initialised by
placing the model at the centre of the image  Tracking examples of Good performance are
shown in Figure  
 and for Adequate performance in Figure  
  Table   summarises
tracking results for both models  For Model SC results for liptracking are similar to the
ones for localisation  For Model DC the performance for liptracking is lower than for
localisation  This was mainly due to tracking errors where the model was aligning to the
teeth instead of the inner lip contour 
With this conguration the algorithm usually converged after  to  iterations 
On a Sun Sparc  workstation one function evaluation took about  msec resulting in
a total of about   sec processing time per image  Computation time was of no concern
for the experiments thus no attempts for reducing the computation time were done 
The assumption of a linear model seems to be appropriate for shape modelling but
might be inadequate for prole modelling  Most of the errors were due to the inner lip
contour latching on to the teeth  The proles covering the mouth opening basically change
between three dierent intensity levels	 
 mouth closed  mouth open and teeth not
visible  mouth open and teeth visible  It is therefore unlikely that this variability can
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Figure  
	 Examples of lip tracking results using Model DC and intensity model based
search which were classied as Good  The tracking results are very accurate across subjects
despite large appearance dierences and varying visibility of teeth and tongue 
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Figure  
	 Example of a lip tracking sequence usingModel DC and intensity model based
search which was classied as Miss  The inner model contour rst latched onto the teeth
and later missed the upper lip contour 
Table  	 Results for lip tracking using intensity based image search 
Model Good  Adequate  Miss 
Model SC    
  

Model DC 
     

accurately be described by a unimodal distribution 

 Experiments on the MVTS Database
For the MVTS database only Model DC was built with consisted of  points the same
number as for the Tulips
 database  The lip model was built from training samples of the
rst three shots  The dimension of the greylevel proles was reduced to  but the distance
of the prole points was increased from one pixel to two pixels  This resulted in a global
greylevel vector of dimension   The 
 most signicant shape modes and the 
 most
signicant intensity modes were used for lip tracking and for further processing 
	 Lip Tracking
The images contain the whole head of the person in frontal view as shown in Figure   
Since a coarse location of the mouth area was not known only lip tracking and no lip
localisation experiments were performed  Tracking was initialised by placing the lip model
with the mean shape and estimated scale and angle at the lip centre of the rst image of
an image sequence 
Due to the much smaller dimension of the intensity model image search was faster
than for the Tulips
 models  However the smaller dimension of the intensity model covers
a smaller sample area for image search which might sacrice robustness of the search  It
might also reduce the information contained in the extracted intensity features for further
processing 
The average number of function evaluations per image was about   A function
evaluation took about   msec resulting in about 
  sec for processing one image  The
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Figure  
	 Examples of lip tracking results on the MVTS database  The rst row demon
strates the robustness of the algorithm for subjects with beard despite the reverse contrast
between lips and skin  It can also be seen that the search method copes well with the track
ing of the inner lip contour which is subject to the same contrast changes 
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original colour images of the database were converted to greylevel images for the ex
periments  Tracking experiments were performed on all  shots which consists of 
images  This represents the most extensive lip tracking test found in the literature 
Whereas for the Tulips
 database subjective evaluation of the tracking performance
was still feasible it would be very laborious to perform this task for the MVTS database 
Direct performance evaluation of the tracking algorithm was therefore omitted  Instead
it was tried to evaluate the combined performance of the feature extraction process and
the classication process which uses these features  The features are used in Chapter 
for speech recognition and in Chapter  for person recognition  Classication errors for
both applications might therefore be due to inaccurate tracking results or due to the
classication algorithm  Examples of lip tracking results are shown in Fig  
 
 Discussion
An appearance based lip model has been described for lip localisation lip tracking and
feature extraction  Image search is very robust since the model can only deform into shapes
similar to the ones found in the training set  The model is able to track the lip contours of
dierent person and dierent skin and lip intensities by using a statistical model for the
intensity distribution around the lips 
Other lip tracking approaches are often dependent on heuristics like weights for in
dividual shape parts thresholds for edges or penalties for deformation to make the
algorithm work  The method described here almost completely avoids the use of such
constraints the only constraints being the statistically based limits for the shape and in
tensity modes  Both the shape and the intensity variability are learned from a training set
which seems to be the only realistic way of model acquisition 
The cost function assumes that the intensity distributions are well represented by a
unimodal distribution  However the intensities inside the mouth mainly dependent on the
mouth opening and the visibility of teeth and tongue and are therefore more likely to
follow a multimodal distribution  The lip tracking performance might be improved by
constructing a more specic intensity model of the lips 
The lip tracking experiments consist of the largest experiments found in the literature
with respect to the number of subjects and the size of the database  The system has
achieved stateoftheart performance and was shown to perform considerably better than
image gradient based search techniques  The model can be represented by a small number
of shape and intensity modes to any desired degree of accuracy  The model parameters
can easily be recovered from the tracking results and be used for subsequent applications
such as speech recognition or speaker recognition 
Chapter 
Visual Speech Recognition
This chapter describes the developed speechreading system 

 

 

 based on the
features extracted from the lip model during lip tracking  The features represent the shape
of the lips and the intensity around the mouth and contain therefore relevant speech in
formation  The features are modelled by Gaussian distributions and their temporal de
pendencies by hidden Markov models  Word models based are trained on these features
based on MaximumLikelihood ML estimation and speech recognition is performed using
the maximum posterior probability criterion 
One of the main diculties in speechreading is to cope with the large variability across
speakers due to individual appearance and individual lip movements see for example
Fig   
 and Fig   
  Speaker independent tests using dierent speakers for train
ing and testing were therefore performed to see how well the system generalises to new
speakers 
Recognition experiments are described for an isolated digit recognition task using visual
features only  Results are also presented for audiovisual speech recognition tests using
composite acousticvisual feature vectors  Finally extensive tests for a speaker independent
recognition task of continuously spoken digits are described using visual features only 
  Previous Approaches
While dierent approaches for feature extraction have been discussed in Chapter  here
dierent methods for speech modelling using those features are reviewed  Most approaches
are based on modelling techniques which are widely used in acoustic speech recognition 
Besides speech recognition the use of visual features has also been proposed for improved
speech segmentation in noise 
  However current speech recognition technologies try
to avoid to make hard decisions like phoneme segmentation at an early stage  Instead the
segmentation is deferred until higher level knowledge sources have been considered 
Template Matching of Static Images
A very simple method for visual speech recognition is the comparison of features extrac
ted from static images with stored templates  
 
  Such approaches ignore the
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temporal evolution of features over time and assume that an image representing the im
portant features of a given utterance can be captured from the image sequence  It was
however shown in Chapter  that the visual properties of the speech articulators are very
dierent for continuous speech and that coarticulation has a strong in#uence on them 
The main challenge in both acoustic and visual speech recognition lies in the recognition
of continuous and natural speech  Recognition of static images simplies the recognition
procedure extremely and makes only little contribution to the stateoftheart in ASR 
Template Matching of Image Sequences
Petajans early system 
 
 compared the extracted sequence of geometric paramet
ers with stored templates of feature sequences  No time warping was used to align the
sequences  Dierences in the word length were simply handled by lling the end of the
shorter feature sequence with zeros until it had the same length as the longer sequence 
This early approach already performed recognition on image sequences although dierent
speaking rates are not taken into account 
The system was later extended by vector quantisation and dynamic time warping
DTW 
  A mouth image codebook was created by vector quantisation which was
based on the dark region area of the oral cavity  The quantised images were used in a
DTW algorithm to nd the best path between the unknown sequence and the stored
template  Other DTW based systems include the work of Rao et al  
 
  
Mase and Pentland 
 
 used linear timewarping to match the observed feature
vectors with stored templates  The original features consisted of eight components made
up of a horizontal and a vertical velocity component for all four windows placed around
the mouth  These were reduced by principal component analysis to only two features which
accounted for about  of the total variance  The two components were normalised for
the distance measure with respect to their variance 
DTW represents an important milestone in ASR but most current ASR systems are
based on HMMs which allow more accurate modelling of speech thus enabling higher
ASR performance  DTW is however still used in the decoding stage of ASR systems
because the Viterbi algorithm Chap   can be interpreted as a DTW algorithm  Some of
the disadvantages of DTW based speech modelling techniques are the distance measures
between the features which doesnt consider their feature distribution and the temporal
modelling which is not very specic and often based on heuristic penalties 
Discrete HMMs
Petajans system 
 
 was extended by Goldschen   to a continuous spee
chreading system using discrete HMMs  A codebook of  mouth images was created with
a clustering algorithm based on 
 oralcavity features  Distinct viseme groups were then
determined using a HMM similarity metric 
 and a clustering algorithm  Context de
pendent subword models were trained based on these viseme classes similarly to acoustic
subword models  This study suggests that acoustic subword modelling techniques are
also applicable to the visual speech signal  Silsbee and Bovik 
 
 also employed
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discrete observation HMMs using a set of 
 visual codevectors  The codevectors are
based on preprocessed greylevel images and were determined by hand 
Continuous Density HMMs
Brooke et al   have used continuous density HMMs CDHMM to train acousticvisual
triphone models on a digit database  Composite feature vectors were constructed by con
catenating the acoustic lter bank outputs with visual PCA coder outputs  The method
is similar to common acoustic subword modelling techniques with the dierence that the
acoustic feature vector is augmented with visual features  Other speechreading approaches
based on CDHMMs are described in 
   
   The speechreading system de
scribed here also uses CDHMMs for visual speech modelling 
Connectionist Approaches
The speechreading system reported by Bregler et al   used a modular timedelay neural
network TDNN which consists of an input layer a hidden layer and a phone state layer 
The network was trained by backpropagation  At the phone state layer DTW is used
to nd the optimal path of phonehypotheses for the word model  Variations of these
networks were described in   A similar system based on a modied TDNN has been
described by Wol et al  
 
Bregler et al    have described another connectionist approach for combining
acoustic and visual information into a hybrid MLP$HMM speech recognition system 
 
The acoustic and visual feature vectors were concatenated to form a composite feature
vector  The MLP is trained to estimate the posterior probabilities of the phonemes given
the audiovisual data  The likelihoods are obtained from the posterior probabilities and
used as the emission probabilities for the HMM 
 Overview of the Speechreading System
An overview of the speechreading approach proposed here is shown in Fig   
  The system
utilises the lip tracking algorithm described in Chap    Lip tracking and feature extraction
is rst performed on the training set  The extracted features and their corresponding
labels of the spoken utterance are then used to train one HMM for each utterance class 
The training process is initialised by a prototype HMM dening the HMM structure and
initial parameter values  Training is performed according to ML estimation  During the
recognition stage lip tracking and feature extraction is performed and the probability of
each model for having generated the observed features is estimated  The HMM with the
highest probability is chosen as the recognised utterance 
The same procedure is used for isolated and for continuous speech recognition  The
dierence in the training process of continuous speech is that an additional training cycle
is performed which does not use time alignment information  For audiovisual speech
recognition the feature extraction process includes the extraction of acoustic features as
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	 Overview of the speechreading system 
well  The experiments described here are speaker independent i e  the subjects in the test
set do not appear in the training set 
 Visual Speech Features
 The Correspondence Problem
The method described here is related to techniques for face decomposition  and face
recognition 
 where the face is decomposed into a weighted sum of eigenvectors com
puted by a KarhunenLoeve KL expansion  Its application for speechreading has been
described in    One of the disadvantages using the KL expansion method is the so
called correspondence problem  The algorithm estimates the intensity dierence between
images using a set of basis images where pixel I
 
ij of image I
 
is compared with pixel
I

ij of image I

  Particularly in the case of deformable objects this leads to a comparison
of pixel intensities which do not correspond to the same object part  In lip motion analysis
this might be due to nonrigid deformation of the lips mouth opening visibility of teeth
and tongue or due to individual dierences  Although this variability might be implicitly
modelled by a KL decomposition the manifold of possible lip instances projected onto
the basis images is not linear since the weights still account for the intensity rather than
the deformation 
For speech and speaker recognition a representation is desirable which separates shape
variability from intensity variability  Detailed shape information should be independent
of intensity and intensity information should account for the same part of the object and
be independent of shape  The method described here is related to the socalled shapefree
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features 
 
  Individual proles move with the contour model and are placed at the
centre of the contours points and perpendicular to the contour  The intensity features are
therefore independent of shape since they always describe the intensity around the same lip
contour point  The intensity proles inside the mouth are dependent on the mouth opening
and on the visibility of teeth and tongue but they alway account for the greylevels next
to the lip contours 
  Shape Features
In Section   it was shown that the inner and outer lip contours are the most important
visual speech features  The shape parameters obtained from the tracking results are there
fore used as features for the speech recognition system  Translation rotation and scale
parameters are not used as features since they are unlikely to provide speech informa
tion  Furthermore translation and rotation might be due to head movement and absolute
scale is dicult to estimate and is speaker dependent  Assuming accurate lip tracking
all shape features are invariant to translation rotation D scale and illumination  All
shape parameters b
si
are normalised with respect to their corresponding eigenvalue 
si
	
!
b
si

b
si

si
for all 
  i  N
s
 

The parameters account for both variability across speakers and variability due to
speech production  The task of the speech recognition system is therefore to learn models
which account for speech information and which are invariant to speaker variability 
 Intensity Features
Lip shape information provides only part of the visual speech information  Other inform
ation is contained in the visibility of teeth and tongue protrusion and ner details  The
intensity parameters of the lip model are therefore used as features to provide information
complementary to the shape features  The intensity of a D image re#ects its actual D
shape and provides information not covered by the shape model  In general the intensity
image depends on the shape of the object its re#ectance properties the light source and
the viewing angle  For a Lambertian surface
 
 the image radiance or brightness I
r
x  y at
a particular point in the image is proportional to the irradiance or illumination I
i
x  y at
that point  The radiance depends on the irradiance of the illumination source I
i
x  y and
the angle 	 between the surface normal and the direction toward the illumination source	
I
r
x  y 



I
i
x  y cos 	 for 	    
This equation directly relates the D shape to intensity and is fundamental to the methods
for recovering shape from shading   The recovery of D shape from shading is possible
under certain constraints i e  it is normally assumed that the angle of the illumination
 
An ideal Lambertian surface is one that appears equally bright from all viewing directions and reects
all incident light absorbing none 
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source is known and that the surface is smooth  For our application of the face image the
shape from shading problem becomes very dicult  The illumination source is generally
not known the surface is disrupted at the oral opening the oral opening itself is not
smooth and the re#ectance properties of facial parts are not homogeneous and generally
not known  Here the motivation behind the use of intensity information is therefore not
to reconstruct the D shape but to use it to implicitly represent D information and to
represent information about the position and conguration of facial parts based on their
individual brightnesses  In analogy to the shape parameters the intensity parameters b
ij
are normalised with respect to their corresponding eigenvalues 
ij
	
!
b
ij

b
ij

ij
for 
  j  N
i
 
The determined intensity modes describes variation due to dierent subjects dierent
illumination and speech production  In analogy to the shape features the speech recog
nition system has to learn models which account for speech information and which are
invariant to other intensity variability  Given correct tracking results the features are in
variant to translation scale and rotation but not to illumination as is the case for shape
features 
 Dynamic Features
Both the shape and intensity parameters are extracted for each image to form a frame
base feature vector  Although consecutive feature vectors describe the dynamic informa
tion about the features implicitly they do not provide explicit information about temporal
characteristics  Much visual speech information is contained in the dynamics of lip move
ments rather than the actual shape or intensity  Furthermore dynamic information might
be more robust to linguistic variability i e  intensity values of the lips and skin will remain
fairly constant during speech while intensity values of the mouth opening will vary during
speech  On the other hand intensity values of the lips and skin will vary between speakers
but temporal intensity changes might be similar for dierent speakers and robust to illu
mination  Similar comparisons can be made with shape parameters  Dynamic parameters
delta parameters of the shape and intensity vectors were therefore used as additional
features 
Absolute scale which was dened as the distance between the lip corners is dicult
to estimate  If the whole face is available it could be estimated as a relative measure with
respect to eye distance for example  But this might be unreliable due to dierences across
subjects  Scale changes might however convey more important speech information than
absolute scale and is easier to estimate  The change in scale was therefore also included
in the delta parameters of the feature vector 
The dynamic features o were given by
o 
o % 
 o  


 
where the observation ot might represent the shape intensity or scale 
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Although delta features are widely used in ASR systems and can improve their per
formance considerably their interpretation is not very clear  It should also be noted that
their use violates the HMM assumption that speech can be split into quasistationary
segments and the assumption that the observed vectors are conditionally independent of
previously observed vectors 
 Visual Speech Modelling
Hidden Markov Models HMMs are currently the most successful stochastic approach to
acoustic speech recognition and are used as the basic stochastic framework in this thesis
for visual speech modelling  A visual observation O of an utterance is represented by a
sequence of visual feature vectors which are obtained from the lip tracker with
O  o
 o      oT    
where ot is the feature vector extracted at time t  The feature vector can consist of a com
bination of shape parameters


b
s
 intensity parameters


b
i
 and additional delta parameters
ot  In analogy to the acoustic speech signal it is assumed that the feature vectors follow
continuous probability distributions which is modelled by a mixture of Gaussian distribu
tions  It is also assumed that temporal changes during speech are piecewise stationary and
follow a rstorder Markov process  Thus each HMM state represents several consecutive
visual feature vectors  These assumptions are not strictly true but are also often made
in the acoustic domain  They can be improved by increasing the number of states which
decreases the duration of the stationary states but this increases the complexity of the
models and the number of parameters to estimate 
The same assumption as for acoustic speech features is made where the observation
probabilities are uncorrelated and only dependent on the current state of the Markov chain
and not on any previous states or observations  Much research eort has been devoted to
develop methods which avoid these assumption  Despite these eorts standard HMMs are
still used in many stateoftheart speech recognition systems  A more detailed study and
discussion about the underlying assumptions of HMMs can be found in 
 
 Training
As usually done in the case of small vocabulary ASR whole word models were used for
all experiments  In this case each word class was thus represented by one HMM  The
small size of the database and vocabulary prevented the use of subword models but the
training of visual subword models is straight forward if an initial phonetic transcription
is available  The HMMs only allowed selfloops and sequential transitions from the current
to the next state as represented in Fig   
 
The initial state probabilities are set to zero for all states but the rst  The remaining
parameters are estimated from the extracted model parameters of the training set  Each
HMM is initialised by linear segmentation of the training vectors onto the HMM states
followed by iterative Viterbi alignment and computation of the means and variances for
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each state  In the case of multiple mixtures the vectors for each state are clustered by a
modied KMeans algorithm The models are further reestimated based on ML estimation
using the BaumWelch procedure Sec     Furthermore the prior probabilities of the
models P 
i
 are assumed to be uniform for all models  Also no discriminant training
was applied consequently P O was assumed to be constant during training 
For continuous word recognition tasks the models were trained using two training
stages  In the rst stage the models are trained using the segmented training data which
is similar to the procedure of isolated word training  This procedure was performed to
obtain some initial estimates of the model parameters  The second reestimation proced
ure was performed on the whole training sentences using embedded training   This consists
in concatenating the word models according to the transcription but without segment
information and performing a BaumWelch reestimation of all model parameters sim
ultaneously for each training sentence  This procedure is usually used in acoustic speech
recognition and optimises the training of the models by ignoring segment information
thereby letting the models nd the optimal model boundaries  One motivation for this
procedure is that the provided transcription might not be optimal or might not be avail
able at all 
  Recognition
Speech recognition is performed based on the maximum posterior probability MAP cri
terion given by
argmax
i
P jO  
where  represents a particular word string and O the observation sequence  In the case of
isolated speech recognition the term  will represent only one class whereas in continuous
digit experiments the number of digits is not known a priori  The posterior probability
can be estimated from the likelihood and the prior probabilities using Bayes rule	
P jO 
P OjP 
P O
  
The prior probabilities of all classes P 
i
 are assumed to be equal consequently also the
prior probabilities of all possible word strings  are equal  Furthermore the prior prob
abilities P O are equal for all word classes during recognition  The recognition criterion
  therefore reduces to the maximum likelihood criterion  The Viterbi algorithm is used
to calculate the most likely state sequence 
 Visualisation of Learned HMM States
The mean vectors of a HMM state represents the mean shape and intensity weights for
that state and the sequence of mean vectors therefore describes the sequence of quasi
stationary mouth instances for a given utterance  The means of the states can be used to
synthesise mouth images which represent these sequences 
Figure   shows the HMM states learned from the training sequences of 

 speakers
for the words one and three using one mixture component per state  The models are
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"three"
"one"
State
State
1 2 3 4 5
1 2 3 4 5
Figure  	 Learned sequence of HMM states for the words one and three using Model DC 
therefore average word models of 

 subjects  More detailed and subject specic articu
lation models might be obtained by using training data of only one person  The feature
vector consisted of 
 shape and  prole parameters  The images show the synthesised
lip model using the means and the weighted sum of the rst 
 basis shapes and the rst
 basis proles 
The dierences of lip shape and intensity at the mouth opening as well as their tem
poral dierences can be clearly seen on these examples  The mouth opening in the rst two
states is smaller for model one than for model three but at state three it is smaller for
model three  The intensity inside the mouth is higher at the end for both models repres
enting the visibility of teeth  For model three it is also high at the rst state indicating
the visibility of the tongue 
 AcousticVisual Speech Modelling
Although the focus of this work is on visual speech processing a simple audiovisual
speech recognition architecture is described and experiments for AVSR in acoustic noise
conditions are described  The method does not aim to present an optimal integration
strategy of the acoustic and visual modalities but to illustrate the potential benets of
visual information in an acoustic speech recognition system 
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 Acoustic Speech Features
Acoustic speech features were processed in the form of mel frequency cepstrum coecients
MFCC 
  This is a common acoustic feature extraction approach which often out
performs other parameter representations  The signal was rst preemphasised with the
transfer function 
 z
  
 to increase the relative energy of the high frequency spec
trum   lter bank coecients were then calculated from overlapping Hamming windows
of  msec duration at  Hz  The frame period of  Hz was chosen to provide acoustic
features at the same rate as the visual features which facilitates integration of the two
modalities  The lter bank outputs are warped to the melscale using triangular lters
equally spaced along the melscale  The melscale is approximately linear below 
 kHz
and logarithmic above it is based on psychoacoustical experiments and corresponds to
units of perceived frequency  
 MFCC parameters were then computed from the result
ing log melfrequency lter bank coecients using the discrete cosine transform  Each
acoustic feature vector consisted of  parameters	 
 MFCC coecients 
 delta MFCC
coecients normalised logenergy and delta normalised logenergy 
  AcousticVisual Feature Integration
This section brie#y discusses issues regarding the integration of the visual and acoustic
modalities and a simple integration technique is described  Issues like optimal integration
are however out of the scope of this section and are not discussed  More elaborate schemes
for audiovisual integration can be found in 
 
  
 
Although there has been much work in modelling sensory integration by humans the
underlying process of human sensor fusion is not well understood and still subject to much
discussion  Research in audiovisual speech perception has been sparked by the McGurk
eect 
 and much research in human sensory integration has aimed at developing
human sensory integration models which describe this eect  The illusion of perceived
sounds for con#icting audible and visible stimuli conrm the combined audiovisual speech
perception of humans  However the perceived illusion might equally well occur in the case
of con#icting acoustic stimuli for example where one frequency band corresponds to phone
A and the second frequency band to phone B  A similar illusion is likely to occur in this
case and the integration of dierent frequency bands might be performed the same way
as the integration of dierent modalities 
Here the problem of sensory integration is addressed from an information theory point
of view  For machine recognition the bimodal speech signal can be considered as an ob
servation vector consisting of acoustic and visual features  According to Bayesian decision
theory a maximum posterior probability classier MAP is denoted by


 argmax

P jO
a
 O
v
  
where  represents a particular word string O
a
represents the sequence of acoustic feature
vectors O
a
 o
a

 o
a
      o
a
T  and O
v
the sequence of visual feature vectors O
v

o
v

 o
v
      o
v
T   The a posteriori probability can be obtained according to Bayes
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rule	
P jO
a
 O
v
 
P O
a
 O
v
jP 
P O
a
 O
v

 
If the two modalities are independent the likelihood P O
a
 O
v
j
i
 becomes
P O
a
 O
v
j
i
  P O
a
j
i
P O
v
j
i
  

which assumes that the likelihoods of the visual and acoustic modalities can be estimated
independently 
In the work described here the two modalities are assumed to be conditionally de
pendent which was implemented by constructing composite feature vectors of synchronised
acoustic and visual parameters sampled at equal frame rate  As discussed in Chapter 
there are several arguments which support the hypothesis that the two modalities are
conditionally dependent  Assuming conditional dependence is the more general case which
includes the case of conditional independence as a model where the parameters of the
acoustic and visual modalities are uncorrelated  A disadvantage of this method is that it
normally requires more model parameters to be estimated  For the experiments described
here the dimension of the visual modality was similar to the dimension of the acoustic
modality and caused no problems in parameter estimation 
Composite feature vector sequences O
av
were constructed by concatenating the acous
tic and visual feature vectors for each observation using
o
av
  o
a
 
  o
a

       o
a
N
a
  o
v
 
  o
v

       o
v
N
v

T
 


The training and recognition processes are performed the same way as for visual features 
The described integration method which assumes conditional dependence has the fol
lowing potential drawbacks	
 Each acoustic and visual feature component is assigned equal weight during training
and classication but the reliability of information conveyed by the features might
vary 
 The quasistationary events of the acoustic and visual modalities might be dierent
which is not well modelled by composite feature vectors 
 The model requires the availability of synchronised features at equal frame rate  This
might be achieved by a nonoptimal compromise between the acoustic and the visual
frame rate or by some kind of frame interpolation 
 The method is unlikely to be robust to high noise levels which occur in only one of
the modalities 
In a scenario where either the acoustic channel or the visual channel is contaminated
by noise the test conditions will be dierent to the training conditions and consequently
the performance of the system will be suboptimal  For such a case of noise contamination
which is limited to one modality or even a subband of features of that modality integration
schemes assuming conditional independence seem more likely to lead to optimal recognition
performance  
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 Experiments
The speech recognition tests are based on the features extracted from the lip tracking
procedure described in Chapter   An overview of the training and recognition procedure
is illustrated in Fig   
  All speech recognition experiments were performed for speaker
independent tasks using dierent speakers for training and testing  Speaker independent
tests show how well a method generalises for new speakers and are therefore more dicult
than multispeaker or speaker dependent tests  All experiments were performed using the
leaveoneout method 	 Given a total ofN
p
subjects one subject is excluded the models
are trained on the remaining N
p

 subjects and the excluded subject is used for testing 
The procedure is repeated N
p
times each time leaving a dierent subject out for testing
to test all subjects  Finally the results are averaged over all subjects  All experiments were
performed using the HMM toolkit HTK version 
  
 
The used HMMs were constrained to only allow selfloops and sequential transitions
between the current and the next state  In acoustic speech modelling the number of states
is often chosen so that a certain number of states is used per phoneme usually around  
In visual speech modelling the number of quasistationary segments is likely to be dierent
to the number of segments in acoustic speech  Experiments were therefore performed for
HMMs with dierent numbers of states to investigate the number of quasistationary
segments present in the visual speech signal 
The number of mixture components used to represent the distribution of a HMM state
is an important but dicult problem  If the number is too small the distribution will not
be able to adequately model the discriminative characteristics of a feature distribution 
If the number is too large the training data might not be large enough to estimate the
large number of parameters of the model  No method is known for estimating the optimal
number of mixture components a priori  Experiments were therefore performed for dierent
numbers of components 
 Isolated Visual Digit Recognition on Tulips
The Tulips
 database was used for these experiments which consists of 
 subjects  This
resulted in 

 subjects to train each word model for each leaveoneout cycle  The number
of training samples per model was   Recognition results were averaged over all speakers
resulting in a total of  test digits  All tests were performed for Model SC and Model
DC  The words can be phonetically transcribed as follows	
one	 $W$ $AH$ $N$
two	 $T$ $UW$
three	 $TH$ $R$ $IY$
four	 $F$ $AO$ $R$
The visual confusability of these four words can be roughly estimated by comparing
the phone by phone confusability using viseme tables from other researchers for example


   The following observations can then be made	 The rst phoneme of each word
is distinct  The second phonemes are confusable for the words two three and four  For the
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third phoneme

 one and three are confusable as well as four and two  The four words are
therefore mainly distinct in the rst phoneme 
Table  
	 Word recognition rate  using all shape and intensity features and additional
delta features for HMMs with six states and one mixture component 
Model Shape %  Intensity %  Shape % Intensity % 
Model SC 
    
    
Model DC  
       
A large number of experiments was performed by varying the number of HMM states
from one to six and the number of mixtures from one to three  HMMs with full covariance
matrices were also tested but the results were generally worse than for diagonal variances 
Six states was the maximal number which could be used since the minimum number of
frames of some utterances was also six and since the HMM structure did not allow to skip
states  The maximal number of mixture components which could be trained was around
three and depended on the number of states  For example given  training examples
with an average frame number of ten and a HMM with  states results in an average
of only about  training frames per states  The feature vector either contained shape or
intensity parameters or both  Additional tests were performed by including delta features 
Best results were obtained by HMMs with six states and one diagonal variance vector 
This indicates that the number of quasistationary states of the speech signal might be at
least as large as the frame rate  The results also suggest that not more that one mixture
component could be estimated reliably due to the small training size  For experiments
using all shape modes and all intensity modes in the feature vectors as well as all delta
features recognition rates of   were obtained for Model SC and   for Model DC 
More details are given in Table  
  For Model SC the shape parameters led to higher
performance than the intensity parameters while for Model DC the opposite was the case 
The shape features and intensity features used in the experiments describe principal
shape and intensity variability  This variability might however not be directly related to
speech information  For example shape variability might account for lip shapes of dierent
persons and intensity variability might be due to illumination or dierent skin and lip
intensities across subjects  Although the training algorithm ideally learns the features
which are important for word discrimination in practice the training set is rarely large
and balanced enough to ensure this  Furthermore no discriminative training was used to
train the models 
Another set of tests was therefore performed in order to analyse the contribution of
each mode towards the recognition performance  This was done by performing separate
experiments for each individual shape and intensity mode 

 

  Results for individual
shape modes for Model SC are depicted in Figure   and for Model DC in Figure   

Since the second word only consists of two phonemes the second phoneme is used here 
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Figure  	 Recognition accuracy for each individual shape mode sm and optional delta
shape mode dsm using Model SC 
1. mode 6. mode 7. mode
Figure  	 The rst three shape modes 
   of Model SC with the highest recognition
performance not counting scale  The modes of variation are laid over the mean shape 
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Figure  	 Recognition accuracy for each individual shape mode sm and optional delta
shape mode dsm using Model DC 
1. mode 3. mode 8. mode
Figure  	 The rst three shape modes 
   of Model DC with the highest recognition
performance not counting scale  The modes of variation are laid over the mean shape 
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Figure  	 Recognition accuracy for each individual intensity mode I and optional delta
intensity mode dI using Model SC 
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Figure  	 Recognition accuracy for each individual intensity mode I and optional delta
intensity mode dI using Model DC 
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Figure  	 Intensity modes 

 for the mean shape of Model DC which contributed
most to recognition performance 
It can be seen that most of the parameters led to an accuracy between  and 
which is close to random classication of   A few parameters however led to high
performance and the shape modes with the highest individual recognition accuracy for
Model SC are displayed in Fig    and for Model DC in Fig     The results indicate
that for both models the rst mode which accounts for the lower lip contour is the most
discriminant feature for the given task  Furthermore the inclusion of delta information
improved the recognition accuracy in almost all cases 
Results for recognition test using individual intensity modes can be found in Fig   
and Fig     The most discriminant intensity modes ofModel DC are displayed in Fig    
For both models the most discriminant intensity modes are not the modes which account
for the largest variability but rather modes which describe ner intensity variability  The
most discriminant modes for Model DC as shown in Fig    are hard to interpret but
they mainly seem to account for dierent intensities at the mouth opening 
Table   displays the recognition rate for the ve most discriminant parameters shape
modes 
  and intensity modes 

  Additional tests were performed by including delta
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Figure  
	 Recognition rate using Model DC as a function of HMM states and mixture
components 
parameters and delta scale  Using the reduced feature vector all results are higher than
for the original feature vector  The results for shape features are similar for Model SC and
Model DC but for intensity parameters signicantly higher accuracies are obtained with
the double contour model Model DC  This seems obvious since the double contour model
provides important information about the mouth opening  The inclusion of delta features
improved the performance of the system in almost all cases indicating the importance
of dynamic information and their robustness to speaker variability and illumination  The
confusion matrix for the words is shown in Table   and the word accuracy for each
individual test subject in Table   
Table  	 Word recognition rate using the ve most discriminant features 
Features Model SC Model DC
Shape      
Intensity      
Shape % Intensity      
Shape %     
  
Intensity %       
Shape % Intensity %       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Table  	 Confusion matrix for the system with    recognition rate rows represent
the actual digits columns the recognised digits 
one two three four
one   
 
two    
three   
 

four    

Figure  
 displays the performance of the system as a function of the number of states
per HMM and for dierent numbers of mixture components  The performance generally
increases with the number of states  Best performance is obtained by using only one
mixture component which indicates that the training set was too small to estimate more
than one mixture component reliably  It can also be seen that for HMMs with only one
state more training data per state is available which allows more accurate modelling of
several mixture components and which leads to higher performance for these models 
Table  	 Word accuracy for each individual test person using the system with  
recognition rate 
Subject 
         
 

 

Accuracy  
      
 
  
 
  
  
It is interesting to know how the recognition system would perform for a much larger
number of subjects  We can estimate the condence interval for such a population in
which a certain proportion of samples will fall  For the system with   accuracy the
condence intervals for  of the sample population is
CONFf Accuracy  g
This result suggests that for a large population of speakers the speechreading system
will obtain accuracies within the estimated condence interval for  of the subjects of
which the 
 subjects of the Tulips
 database are a representative set 
Overall best results of   were obtained by Model DC using shape and intensity
features with additional delta features  This is approximately equivalent to the perform
ance achieved by humans with no lipreading knowledge who were asked to lipread on
the same database 
  Those subjects achieved an average of   while the average
performance of hearing impaired subjects with lipreading knowledge was    The
performance of the described system is slightly higher than the performance of untrained
humans but lower than the performance of trained lipreaders 
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  Isolated AcousticVisual Digit Recognition on Tulips
This section describes digit recognition experiments using either acoustic features visual
features or both combined  Conditional dependence was assumed for acousticvisual ex
periments which was implemented by the use of composite acousticvisual feature vectors 
All experiments were performed on the Tulips
 database using the leaveoneout method 
The acoustic signal was contaminated by additive noise to simulate an application scenario
where background noise is present 
Speech models using only acoustic features were tested independently on a large num
ber of HMM architectures  The number of states was varied between one and six and the
number of diagonal mixture components between one and four  Full covariance matrices
were also tested  The feature vector consisted of 
 MFCC parameters 
 delta MFCC
parameters normalised logenergy and delta normalised logenergy  The acoustic recogni
tion system obtained the highest performance of   using HMMs with two states and
three mixture components 
Best results for audiovisual recognition tests in noisefree conditions were obtained
using HMMs with four states and three mixtures  This HMM topology was used for further
tests where the acoustic signal contained dierent levels of additive noise  Approximately
white Gaussian noise was added to the audio signal resulting in SNRs from  dB to
 dB  The noise was only added to the tests set the training set always consisted of
noisefree data 
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Figure  

	 Recognition rate as a function of acoustic SNR for acoustic only visual only
and acousticvisual features 
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Figure  

 displays the recognition results for acoustic visual and acousticvisual
feature vectors as a function of the SNR  The accuracy of the visual system for this HMM
architecture is 
  and is constant over the whole ranges of acoustic SNRs  At a SNR
of  dB the performance of the acoustic system drops down to   whereas for the
acousticvisual system it only falls to    The performance of the AVSR system drops
below the performance of the visual only system at very low SNRs  This is due to the miss
match between the training set and the noise contaminated test set 
The experiments show that the performance of an acoustic only ASR system can
be considerably improved in the presence of noise by using visual information and by
integrating both modalities at the feature level 
 Continuous Visual Digit Recognition on M VTS
The MVTS database was used to perform speaker independent digit recognition experi
ments  Since no transcription of the speech data was available the word boundaries were
found by a HMM based speech recognition system which was used to segment and label
the sentences   The recogniser used the known sequence of digit word models which
were trained on the Polyphone database of IDIAP  and performed forced alignment 
In addition the recogniser also performed silence detection which were cut out of the digit
segments  The training data of the visual features are therefore based on acoustic rather
than visual segmentation  It is likely that acoustic and visual segmentation is not identical
e g  the visual signal is likely to change more smoothly than the acoustic signal and might
not contain quasistationary periods  Furthermore visual anticipation might precede the
acoustic signal  However the acoustic signal provides normally more information than
the visual signal with respect to phoneme boundaries which favours the use of acoustic
information to segment the visual speech signal 
Two recognition tasks were performed	 one task was continuous word recognition of
the spoken sentences and the second task was dened as word recognition of the segmen
ted sentences  Although the rst task is continuous speech recognition the sequence of
the digits was always the same from zero to neuf  The words were therefore always
spoken in the same context which usually simplies continuous speech recognition  The
second task can be considered as isolated word recognition but where the words were
spoken continuously  It was mainly performed to obtain the recognition accuracy given
the acoustic segmentation  All experiments were performed for speaker independent tests
on the rst four shots of the database using the leaveoneout procedure  One experiment
therefore consisted of  leaveoneout tests each made up of 
 training words and 
test words  This resulted in a total of 
 test words spoken by  subjects 
Visual features were obtained from lip tracking results as described in Chap    The
visual feature vector consisted of 
 shape parameters 
 intensity parameters scale and
their temporal dierence parameters  This resulted in a dimensional feature vector 
Dierent HMM architectures were investigated by varying the number of states 
  
 and
the number of mixture components 
     For HMMs with only sequential transition
probabilities the number of frames of a training or test example must be at least as large
as the number of HMM states  Those segments where the number of frames was below
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Figure  
	 Continuous speaker independent digit recognition rate rate for dierent num
ber of mixtures as a function of the number of HMM states using visual features only 
Table  	 Speaker independent recognition accuracy using HMMs with  states and 
mixture components per state for dierent training and test procedures 
Segmented Continuous
Recognition Recognition
Segmented Training   
 
Embedded Training    
the number of HMM states were therefore excluded in the training and recognition of
segmented digits 
The models for the segmented digit recognition task were trained on the segmented
training samples  The models were initialised by linear segmentation followed by Viterbi
alignment  This was followed by reestimation using the BaumWelch algorithm  Multiple
mixture components were initialised by splitting the distributions of trained states using a
modied kmeans clustering algorithm  The models for continuous word recognition were
trained with the same procedure but a second reestimation procedure was performed
on the whole training sentences using embedded training  The results are given in the
percentage of words correctly recognised using
Correct
H
N
 
   

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and by the accuracy which is computed by
Accuracy 
H  I
N
 
   

where H is the number of correct words I the number of insertions and N the total
number of words in the test set  The alignment between the actual word labels and the
recognised word labels was computed by a DTW algorithm 
Highest continuous recognition results at   accuracy were obtained using HMMs
with eight states and two mixture components per state  This performance is very high
considering the high visual confusability between several words and the dicult task of
speaker independent continuous speech recognition  The results for this HMM architecture
are shown in Table   using dierent training and test procedures  Although continuous
speech recognition is usually much more dicult than isolated speech recognition the
error rates for the procedure of segmented training and testing are not much smaller than
for embedded training and continuous recognition  This might however be due to the inad
equate acoustic segmentation of the visual training words  This assumption is supported
by the fact that the segmented recognition results for embedded training were lower than
for segmented training  Continuous recognition results on the other hand improved con
siderably after embedded training  The relatively high performance for continuous word
recognition might however be due to the fact that the words were always spoken in the
same context 
Results for continuous digit recognition for dierent numbers of states and mixtures
are summarised in Fig   
  The accuracy increased substantially with the number of
HMM states  This suggests that the visual speech signal does not contain quasistationary
segments like the acoustic speech signal or that the quasistationary segments are of smaller
duration than the sampling period  The performance also generally increased with the
number of mixture components  For HMMs with a large number of states only a few
mixture components could be trained due to the reduced number of long enough training
examples 
The confusion matrix for segmented word recognition using HMMs with ve states and
one mixture component is shown in Tab    rows represent the actual digits columns the
recognised digits  In addition to the previous notationD is the number of deletions and S
the number of substitutions  Five segments had fewer than ve frames and were excluded
from the experiments  The performance of the system for dierent words varies consider
ably  Visually more distinct words like zero deux and trois are easier to recognise
than visually less distinct words like quatre cinq and sept  It can also be seen from
the table that the latter three words were mainly confused with another  The confusion
matrix for continuous word recognition is shown in Tab     Similar to the segmented
recognition tests words which are visually more distinct like zero trois and neuf
obtain high recognition rates whereas visually less distinct words like quatrecinq
six and sept are harder to distinguish  These less distinct digits are subject to very
little facial movements which therefore often result in deletion errors where no digit was
recognised at all  Deletion errors accounted to about half of the total errors  It can be seen
from Tab    that the number of substitution errors is much smaller than for segmented
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Table  	 Confusion matrix for segmented visual digit recognition using HMMs with 
states and 
 mixture component per state 
                         Overall Results                          
PHONE Corr	 Acc
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Table  	 Confusion matrix for continuous visual digit recognition using HMMs with 
states and  mixture component per state 
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speech recognition 
In conclusion the system achieved very high recognition rates for both the segmented
and particularly the continuous speechreading task considering the high confusability of
several words and the diculty of the task  Most of the recognition errors seem to be due
to the identical appearance of some words which prevents perfect visual recognition for
this task 
	 Comparison With Other Approaches
The performance of the speechreading system described here can be compared with the
speechreading system described by Movellan 
 for isolated visual digit recognition 
Movellan performed recognition tests using the same training and test protocol as the one
described in Sec    
  He reported a digit recognition accuracy of  but stated later
that he could not replicate the reported performance and that his replicable results were
  These results are slightly lower than the performance of the best system reported
here which has a generalisation rate of  
Gray et al  
 have performed a comparison of dierent image based feature extraction
methods and have also used the same training and test protocol  They investigated a low
pass ltering approach together with delta information principal component analysis
and optical #ow  The dierent methods were tested on two dierent datasets  One dataset
consisted of the raw images of the database  For the second dataset they used the lip
tracking results described in Chap   for normalising the images with respect to scale
translation and planar rotation  Their results for both datasets can be found in Table   
Table  	 Speaker independent digit recognition accuracy on the Tulips
 database for the
appearance based model ABM described here and the systems described by Gray et al 

  Gray et al  obtained the results for normalised images by using the liptracking results
of the ABM reported here 
Feature Extraction Accuracy Feature Dimension
ABM   


Raw Images Normalised images
using ABM
Lowpass % delta     
PCA     
Lowpass % optical #ow 
    
Optical #ow     

The performance obtained by the appearance based lip model is signicantly better
than all of the tested image based methods  When the lip tracking results were used to
normalise the images the performance of the Lowpass  Delta representation achieved
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equivalent results to the lip model  However these results could only be achieved by using
the lip model to track the lips over the image sequences  A further drawback of that image
based approach is that the dimension of the feature vector is over  times larger than
that of the lip model 
Image based approaches for speechreading require the location of the mouth to be
known which is normally not addressed in those approaches and often circumvented by
using images which contain the presegmented mouth region only  The experiments by
Gray et al  have demonstrated that the performance using coarsely segmented images can
be enhanced considerably if the exact position of the lips is known  This indicates that
all image based approaches may require a lip tracker to normalise the images in order to
obtain a high performance 

 Discussion
The described visual feature vector consisting of shape and intensity information presents a
novel approach to the representation of visual speech information  The feature vector is of
low dimension and has important properties like the invariance to translation scale angle
and in the case of the shape parameters also to illumination  The intensity parameters are
related to other eigendecomposition approaches but dier in that the intensity proles
deform with the shape model and therefore represent information about the same object
part 
Speaker independent speechreading tests were performed for an isolated digit recog
nition task on a database of 
 subjects  Most previous speechreading systems have been
tested on a smaller number of subjects and were not speaker independent  However visual
features vary considerably across speakers due to individual appearances and mouth move
ments which makes speaker independent speechreading very dicult  This is one of the
rst studies to perform speaker independent speechreading  The system achieved a re
cognition rate approximately equivalent to the performance achieved by untrained hu
man lipreaders  Audiovisual recognition experiments were performed for dierent acous
tic SNRs which clearly showed that visual information can improve the performance of
acoustic speech recognition systems 
The continuous digit recognition experiment represents one of the rst speaker inde
pendent continuous speechreading tests and consists of the largest number of speakers  For
this task the speechreading system obtained a word accuracy up to    About half of
the recognition errors were due to deletions which suggests that some HMMs were very
similar  The accuracy varied considerably between digits as a result of the high visual
confusability of several French digits  The recognition rate generally increased with the
number of states which indicates that the period of quasistationary state is similar to the
visual sample period and might be even shorter 
The speechreading system was compared on an identical task with several image based
approaches and obtained considerably better results than all other methods  Furthermore
the dimension of the feature vector of the best image based method was over  times
higher than that described here 
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The emphasis of this chapter was to describe a speechreading system based on a robust
feature extraction method rather than to describe a large vocabulary speechreading sys
tem  I believe that the bottleneck of most existing systems developed so far is their feature
extraction method  Several approaches have already shown that once visual features are
available their modelling for continuous speech recognition tasks is straightforward 
Although HMMs make certain assumptions about the speech signal that are neither
true for the acoustic nor for the visual speech signal stateoftheart speech recognition
systems are still based on standard HMMs and the visual speech recognition experiments
reported here obtained good results using the same kind of models  It seems however
likely that methods that account for the apparently nonstationary nature of visual speech
features will lead to higher performances 
Chapter 
Visual Speaker Recognition
This chapter describes the proposed person recognition system based on visual spatio
temporal analysis of the talking face  The lip model described in Chapter  is used to
locate and track the lips of a talking person and to extract speaker dependent information
from the motion sequence  Models of speaking persons are built from a training set of
these extracted features  Person recognition is performed by extracting the same kind of
spatiotemporal features from the test person and by choosing that person whose model
has the highest posterior probability as the identied person  The method is related to
common acoustic speaker recognition systems with the dierence that the features are
extracted from the visual rather than the acoustic signal  It is also related to common
person recognition systems based on facial image analysis  The novelty of this system
is that visual spatiotemporal models of talking persons are built and used for person
authentication 
The recognition of a persons identity by machine is a dicult problem which has
received considerable attention over the last decade  Person recognition can be divided
into two tasks	 identication and verication  Identication is concerned with determining
that person from a closed set whose features best match the features of the person to
identify  Person identication therefore assumes that only enrolled persons will access the
system  Verication is concerned with validating the claimed identity of a person from
an open set  Therefore verication also has to be able to reject subjects referred to as
impostors that were not enrolled in the system  Figure  
 displays a block diagram of a
person identication and a person verication system  Verication is normally performed
by comparing the claimed client model with an impostor model  In acoustic speaker recog
nition the impostor model is usually a world model which represents the average model
of a large number of speakers or it is a cohort model which represents the model of that
speaker closest to the claimed speaker  A decision is made by either accepting or rejecting
the person based on the dierence between the likelihoods of the claimed speaker model
and the impostor model 
Acoustic speaker recognition can be further divided into textdependent and text
independent tasks  For the textdependent task the speech used to train and test the system
is constrained to be the same while for the textindependent task it is unconstrained 

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Figure  
	 Block diagram of person identication a and person verication b  In person
identication the person model which best matches the feature sequence is selected as the
identied person  In verication the probability of a claimed person model is compared
with that of an impostor model and the person is either rejected or accepted based on
the dierence of the probabilities 
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The textindependent task can be constrained to consist only of speech from a limited
vocabulary which is then called vocabularydependent task  The performance of speaker
recognition systems is highly dependent on the following factors	
 channel dierence between training and test set
 background and channel noise
 speaker variability due to speaking rate speaking level voice disguises or cold
 time interval between training and test
 training and test duration
Face recognition performance on the other hand is mainly dependent on the following
conditions	
 illumination type intensity direction
 pose scale D rotation translation
 short time changes speaking facial expression
 long time changes hairstyle beard glasses makeup natural changes
Face recognition tasks can be divided into static and dynamic tasks  Static recogni
tion tasks are based on static images such as photographs on which visual analysis is
performed  Most person recognition applications however require the system to perform
image analysis from an image sequence  This can be performed by selecting from an image
sequence that frame which is most suitable for face recognition  A recent survey  has
shown that very little research has been done in face recognition from image sequences 
Kittler et al  
 have recently proposed to track the lips of a talking person and to
use the image with the maximal vertical lip distance for the recognition system  Selecting
the optimal image from an image sequences might however require more sophisticated al
gorithms  Information like the D pose facial expression illumination might be analysed
in addition to more detailed mouth shape information  The method described here aims
at using temporal mouth information explicitly for person recognition therefore avoiding
the selection of an appropriate image frame for image analysis 
Whereas the multimodal nature of speech has received much attention from the speech
recognition community person identication research has mainly been performed by one
modality only with face recognition 
 
  and speaker recognition  being two
of these modalities  A dicult problem encountered in visual speech recognition is the
modelling by visual speech features which usually convey speech speaker illumination
and pose information 

  Speaker recognition research has largely ignored the visual
modality of speech and has concentrated on the acoustic speech signal to represent a
speaker 
A problem encountered in face recognition is that the appearance of a face can change
considerably during speech production and due to facial expressions  In particular the
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mouth is subject to considerable changes but at the same time it is also one of the most
distinctive parts of a face   Face recognition research has largely ignored this variability
and mainly focused on experiments of static face images with neutral expressions 
The problem of speaker variability in speechreading and the problem of appearance
variability in face recognition have led to the new approach of person recognition de
scribed here 

  The method is based on spatiotemporal analysis of image sequences
of the talking face  A deformable shape model is used to track and parameterise the lip
boundaries during speech production  A greylevel model based on principal component
analysis deforms with the shape model and provides intensity information about the mouth
area  Both shape and intensity features serve as features as well as their temporal depend
encies which are used to build models of speakers  Two dierent modelling techniques are
proposed  One is based on HMMs with mixtures of Gaussian distributions and the other is
based on Gaussian mixture models GMMs of speakers  The HMM can be viewed as the
general model which includes the GMM as a specic HMM with only one state  Person
recognition for both methods is performed by estimating the posterior probability of each
model for having generated the observed sequence of features  This modality for person
recognition is proposed to enhance current unimodal systems like face and speaker recog
nition and two approaches for its combination with acoustic speaker recognition systems
are described 
	  Previous Approaches
This section reviews some previous approaches for static face recognition speaker recog
nition and audiovisual person recognition 
 Face Recognition
Template Matching
Kirby and Sirovich  have used a KarhunenLoeve KL decomposition for representing
faces economically which was extended by Turk and Pentland 
 
 to the application
of face recognition  A face is decomposed into a weighted sum of basis images eigenfaces
which are obtained by principal component analysis  The weights of the basis images of an
unknown image are compared to the weights of known subjects and used for recognition 
This method was thereafter used by several other researchers either directly or after pre
processing for face recognition  The method usually assumes that a face is normalised for
example with respect to eye location and that it can be compared in vector representa
tion with stored templates  The eigenface approach has shown to obtain high recognition
performance although the theoretical foundation for this approach is not very clear  One
problem of the method is that it is very sensitive to the hairstyle and the background of
the face  The background is therefore often deemphasised by multiplying the face with a
twodimensional Gaussian window centred on the face  A major objection to the method
is that it leads to global nontopographic representations of the face which is purely based
on intensities and which ignores deformation and changes in feature localisation 
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The eigenface approach has been extended in several ways  Eigenfeatures of the eyes
mouth and nose were included to make the approach more robust to occlusion and to
emphasise the classication process on these features which are thought to be most dis
criminant for face recognition 

  In the same paper viewbased eigenspaces were
proposed where separate eigenspaces are constructed for each combination of scale and
orientation  In the recognition process the orientation and scale is rst determined by
selecting the eigenspace which best describes the input image  Once the proper view and
scale is determined recognition is performed using the eigenvectors of that viewspace 
Cotrell et al   used a multilayer perceptron for facial feature extraction and clas
sication  During recognition face images are projected onto a subspace in the hidden
layers of the network which turned out to be similar to the eigenface space  Since the
network uses the raw greylevel images and no higher level knowledge about the face the
method might be very sensitive to illumination pose and facial expressions 
Geometric Features
One of the earliest works in face recognition has been described by Kanade  and was
based on geometric features  Brunelli and Poggio  compared geometric features with
templates for face recognition   geometric features were extracted from the face which
consisted of measures of the eyebrows nose mouth chin and face width  A sophisticated
version of template matching was used for the eyes nose and mouth  The template match
ing method achieved slightly higher results than the geometric feature method but it was
concluded that these results are dicult to generalise  Interestingly the mouth template
had the highest interocular distance of the single templates and also of the whole face
template  This suggests that the mouth is the most variable facial part across individuals 
But it is obvious that the mouth template is also most sensitive to small changes like facial
expressions 
Template and Shape Matching
Craw et al   represented a face by  key points and used the coordinates to normalise
the shapes before performing eigenanalysis on the grey level images  A similar approach
was followed by Lanitis et al  
 
 
  They used point distribution models PDMs
to model the contour and salient features of the face  The contour of the face was used to
warp the intensities of the test face onto a normal face shape  The normalised intensities
were then represented by a weighted sum of basis shapes using the KL decomposition 
In addition to the intensity weights they also used the weights of the basis shapes and
the weights of local basis images centred at each model point for recognition  The method
described here is closely related to this approach 
Lades et al  
 followed an approach where faces are represented by the responses
of a set of D Gabor lters of dierent orientation and scale  The lters are placed at
each node of a grid of equal distances which is laid over the face  The distance measure
is based on the responses of the Gabor lters and on the deformation of the grid 
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AudioVisual Person Recognition
Person recognition combining face recognition and speaker recognition have been proposed
in   where face recognition was performed on the static face image with a neutral
facial expression and speaker recognition on the acoustic speech signal  The method did
not make use of the visual motion of the face during speech production  Classication
was based on two classiers one for the visual subsystem and one for the acoustic sub
system  The performance of the integrated system outperformed the performance of both
individual subsystems 
Facial Motion Analysis
Several approaches towards facial motion analysis have been proposed for expression re
cognition  Methods based on optical #ow computation over the facial expression sequence
to estimate human emotion have been described in 
 
 
  Physically based mod
els for facial expression recognition have been proposed in 
 
   These methods
employ complex models of the head including skin and musculature and attempt to es
timate the movements of facial parts from the image sequence  Bartlett et al   used a
combination of optical #ow principal component analysis and feature measurements for
classifying facial actions  Black and Yacoob 
 described a method based on paramet
ric #ow models  Local models of the eyes eye brows and mouth which describe ane
transformations and curvature are used to track facial movements which are classied by
a rule based method of facial actions  All of these facial expression recognition methods
were used to estimate human emotion  No attempts have been made to use them for the
application of person recognition 
  Speaker Recognition
Statistical Measures
Furui  described a method for speaker recognition based on longterm statistical meas
ures of the feature vectors such as the mean and variance  The long term statistical meas
ures were however found to condensate much of the individual spectral characteristics and
to lack in discriminating power 
Bimbot et al  
 proposed an approach based on secondorder statistical measures
computed from the speech vectors  The mean vector and covariance matrix is computed
for each speaker  Speaker recognition is performed based on dierent distance measures
between these speaker statistics 
Vector Quantisation
Li and Wrench 
 have described an approach for speaker recognition based on vector
quantisation  The training vectors of each speaker are clustered using vector quantisation
to generate a speaker specic codebook  In the recognition stage the test vectors are
compared to the codebooks and the distances are accumulated over the entire utterance 
This method allows text dependent and text independent recognition 
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Hidden Markov Models
Hidden Markov Speaker models have been used by Rosenberg et al  
 for text dependent
speaker verication  Speaker dependent HMMs are trained for each speaker and are used
during the test stage to nd the models of that speaker which result in the smallest distance
to the sequence of test features  The same models were also used for text independent
recognition were the utterances were rst recognised by a speaker independent speech
recognition system  Speaker recognition tests were then performed using concatenated
HMMs according to the recognised utterances 
The Gaussian Mixture Model GMM described in 
 can be viewed as a HMM with
only one state with a mixture of Gaussian distributions 
  The underlying assumption
of the method is to represent dierent acoustic classes by dierent mixtures and to ignore
the temporal information of acoustic events  The method can therefore be used for text
independent speaker recognition  In the work described here both HMMs and GMMs are
investigated for visual speaker modelling 
	 Overview of the Visual Speaker Recognition System
A block diagram of the two methods for visual speaker recognition is displayed in Fig    
Similar to the speechreading system described in Chap   the speaker recognition system
uses the lip tracking algorithm described in Chap   for lip tracking and visual feature
extraction  Person dependent models are trained on the features extracted from a training
set  While for the HMMs the word sequence or transcription of the training sequences
needs to be known to train speaker dependent word models for the GMMs the transcrip
tion is not required  Recognition is performed by lip tracking and feature extraction on the
test sequences followed by maximum posterior probability classication  Similar to the
training stage the sequence of utterances needs to be known for the HMM based method
but it is not required for the GMM based system 
	 Feature Extraction
Face recognition and facial expression recognition require detailed analysis of the whole
face but most facial motion during speech production occurs around the mouth area  The
technique for person authentication described here aims to evaluate the discriminative
information contained in facial movements during speech production  Only the image
region enclosing the mouth is therefore considered for feature extraction  The proposed
modality may later be combined with a static face recognition module or with an acoustic
speaker recognition module  But for the moment we are only interested in evaluating the
discriminative information contained in the image sequence of the mouth area 
The approach is related to appearance base face recognition methods based on intensity
information and shape information 
 
 
  It is assumed that the greylevel dis
tribution around the mouth area and the shape of the inner and outer lip contour contain
discriminative information  The novelty of the method described here is in the temporal
modelling of the mouth deformation for person recognition  During speech production the
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Figure  	 Block diagram of the two proposed methods for visual speaker recognition
based on HMMs and GMMs 
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lip contours deform and the intensities at the mouth area change due to lip deformation
mouth opening and visibility of teeth and tongue  Besides speech information the features
contain spatial information specic to the speech articulators of a person and temporal
information specic to the way a person speaks 
The use of spatiotemporal image information provides additional information which
is complementary to the static face image because it models the variability of the face
and complementary to the acoustic signal because it provides additional information re
sponsible for the speech production process  This modality closes the gap between acoustic
speaker recognition and visual face recognition by allowing multimodal person authen
tication based on a common signal source the speech production process  Furthermore
the dependence between the acoustic and visual signal can be used to detect asynchrony
between the two signals which might be due to an impostor 
The lip model described in Sec   is used for tracking the lips of a speaking person
and for the extraction of visual speech features  The shape and intensity parameters are
normalised with respect to their corresponding variances using  
 and   respect
ively  The normalised shape parameters
!
b
s
and intensity parameters
!
b
i
serve as features
for the speaker recognition system  Assuming correct tracking performance the features
are invariant to scale translation and rotation  The shape features are also invariant
to illumination  Two dierent models are proposed for representing talking persons	 the
Gaussian Mixture Speaker Model and the Hidden Markov Speaker Model 
	 Hidden Markov Speaker Models
This approach is based on HMMs and is related to modelling methods used in acoustic
speaker recognition  A speaker is represented by a set of HMMs modelling the set of speech
classes spoken by that person  The speech classes may for example be phonemes or words 
One model is constructed for each subject and each speech class  The method is based on
the following assumptions	
 Word or subword HMMs trained on visual features contain speaker dependent in
formation specic to a persons articulators 
 The sequence of features contains temporal speaker dependent information specic
to the way a person talks 
 Any distribution attached to a state can be modelled by a mixture of Gaussian
distributions given a large enough number of components 
The method is textdependent thus it requires the test sequence to be known and to only
contain utterances which are part of the training set  The scheme may also be applied for
textindependent tasks by transcribing the test sequence with a speech recognition system
and by using the transcriptions to run the speaker recognition system 
The speaker models are trained according to the maximum likelihood criterion using
the BaumWelch algorithm  Each person i is represented by the set of word models
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Identication is based on maximum a posteriori classication using
i

 argmax
i
P W
i
jO   
where W
i
represents the string of word models of person i and O the observation sequence 
The prior probabilities of all speakers are assumed to be equal and the prior probabilities
of the observation sequences are constant for all speakers which leads to the ML decision
rule
i

 argmax
i
P OjW
i
  
The optimal state sequence is obtained using the Viterbi algorithm  For continuous speech
the known sequence of utterance models is simply concatenated and the most likely state
sequence is calculated over all models 
	 Gaussian Mixture Speaker Models
This approach is based on Gaussian Mixture Models GMMs 
 which can be regarded
as a HMM with only one state  The motivation behind the use of GMMs is as follows	
 Any distribution can be modelled by a Gaussian mixture model given a large enough
number of mixture components 
 Individual Gaussian components represent broad lip shapes and intensity images 
 The model ignores the dependence between observations and words it is therefore
textindependent 
 The temporal information of the feature sequence might contain only little speaker
dependent information 
In comparison to HMMs this method ignores the temporal information contained in the
sequence of observations  It assumes that the mixture components represent an underlying
set of possible mouth instances which are characteristic for a certain person  Only one
model is built per speaker which represents all utterances of that speaker  This method is
therefore text independent and ignores the possible dependence between observations and
words  The distribution of a persons feature vectors is modelled by a Gaussian mixture
distribution	
P otj
i
 
M
X
m 
c
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 
where c
im
is the mixture weight for mixture m of speaker i and N o    a multivariate
Gaussian with mean  and covariance matrix   The mixture weights satisfy the constraint
M
X
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c
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 
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A speaker i is represented by the parameter set of the GMM by

i
 fc
im
  
im
 
im
g with i  
      M  
Training is based on the ML criterion and was implemented by the BaumWelch al
gorithm  Identication is performed by MAP estimation	
 
i  argmax
i
P 
i
jO  argmax
i
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P 
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P O
 
where
 
i represents the identied person  In analogy to the HMM approach the prior
probabilities P 
i
 are assumed to be equal and P O is constant for all speakers which
leads to the ML criterion
 
i  argmax
i
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i
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t 
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  
where P otj
i
 is given in   
	 AcousticVisual Speaker Models
This section addresses the problem of integrated audiovisual speaker models and describes
two dierent techniques  Issues in multimodal fusion for speaker recognition are closely
related to multimodal fusion for speech recognition as described in Sec      Multi
modal systems can be divided into classiers where the dierent features are fused at
the feature level by concatenating both feature vectors or by the combination of both
modalities at a later stage  The choice of the fusion method is mainly dependent on the
assumption of conditional independence of the two modalities and of the availability of
synchronised features  If conditional independence is assumed two separate models might
be constructed for both modalities  This might also be necessary if dierent frame rates
would complicate the feature fusion at the frame level  Fusion at the feature level is the
more general case which avoids making assumptions about conditional independence 
 Composite Feature Models
This method assumes that both modalities are conditionally dependent  The motivation
and drawbacks for this integration method are similar to those for acousticvisual speech
recognition described in Sec      For this method composite feature vectors O
av
are
constructed by concatenating both feature vectors at the frame level using  

 
The training and recognition procedures are performed the same way as for visual
features  Acoustic features are represented as MFCC coecients as described in Sec    

which were extracted at the same frame rate as the visual features to facilitate their
combination  The composite feature vectors are used for both the HMM and the GMM
speaker models 
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  Parallel Feature Models
The work described in this section was performed jointly with Pierre Jourlin Dominic
Genoud and Hubert Wassner    A dierent method for audiovisual speaker model
ling is proposed based on separate models for visual and acoustic features  The motivation
behind this approach are the following	
 The reliability of the information of both modalities is dierent and should therefore
be weighted accordingly 
 The quasistationary events of the acoustic and visual modalities are dierent and
should therefore be modelled by individual HMMs with dierent topologies 
 Parallel models facilitate the use of dierent sampling rates for dierent modalities 
Visual Speech Signal
Acoustic Speech Signal
’one’ ’two’ ’three’
’one’ ’two’ ’three’
Visual Model
Acoustic Model
Segmentation using
Viterbi Alignment
Segmentation
Figure  	 Block diagram of the Parallel Feature Model 
A block diagram of the method is shown in Fig     A detailed description of the
system can be found in    Here only a brief description of the technique is given 
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The acoustic training and test sequences are segmented by a speech recognition system
based on the known sequence of words using forced alignment  The acoustic segmentation
is then used to segment the visual speech sequences  Separate HMMs are trained on the
acoustic and the visual feature vectors  The models can therefore have dierent HMM
structures  For example since the frame rate of the visual signal is often smaller than
for the acoustic signal a smaller number of states might be chosen for the visual models 
The acoustic and visual streams of an acousticvisual model are constrained to be time
synchronous at the beginning and end of the model but can be asynchronous within the
model  The likelihood of each modality is estimated for the whole test phrase and acoustic
visual classication is performed on the weighted sum of these likelihoods  The weights
for the modalities were estimated on a separate validation set 
		 Experiments on the Tulips  Database
The Tulips
 database was used for acoustic visual and audiovisual speaker identication
experiments  Both speaker modelling methods were tested GMMs and HMMs  Audio
visual experiments were performed for composite feature models only 
The utterance set spoken the rst time Set 
 was used as training set and the repe
titions Set  as test set  Both sets therefore consisted of only one example per word and
speaker  Due to the small training size experiments for the HMMs were performed using
two dierent methods  In the traditional way one HMM was trained for each word and
each speaker which will be denoted as Multiple HMMs  In the second method a single
HMM was trained for all four words resulting in four training examples per model  This
method will be referred to as Single HMM  Besides the HMM approach experiments were
also performed for Gaussian mixture models 
The HMMs were constrained to only allow selfloops and sequential transitions between
the current and the next state  Issues regarding the number of states and the number of
mixture components of the models are similar to those in speech recognition described
in Sec     Experiments were therefore performed for HMMs with dierent numbers of
states and dierent numbers of mixtures 
Initial experiments have shown that the variances in individual mixture components
can become very small particularly in cases with small training data or with a large
number of mixture components  Small variances can produce a singularity in the likelihood
function of the model which can reduce the recognition performance  A variance limiting
scheme was therefore introduced by constraining the variances to be equal or larger than a
certain minimum variance value 

min
  Minimum variance values of  
  
 and  

were evaluated best performance was obtained with a value of  
 
 Evaluated Features
The models were evaluated for dierent kinds of visual and acoustic features and combin
ations of both  Visual features were obtained from lip tracking experiments as described in
Sec   using Model DC  This model was chosen in favour of Model SC because it describes
a larger region of the mouth and is therefore more likely to contain more person dependent
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information  Visual features consisted of either 
 shape features or  intensity features
or a combination of both  The features represent the normalised weights obtained from
the tracking results 
Acoustic features were represented by 
 MFCC parameters as described in Sec    
 
The features were extracted at  frames per second MFCC   to coincide with the
frame rate of the visual features and to facilitate their integration  Since this frame rate
is considerably smaller than the usual frame rate of 
 frames per second a second set
of MFCC parameters was tested to evaluate the eect of the reduced frame rate  For the
second set a frame rate of 
 frames per second was used and a window length of  msec
which are denoted as MFCC   Audiovisual experiments were only performed with the
acoustic features MFCC  
Experiments were also performed by including delta features in either of the feature
vector  Delta features might contain speaker dependent information and in the case of
intensity features they might be robust to dierent illumination 
  Multiple HMMs
For the Multiple HMM method one HMM was constructed per subject and word class
resulting in a total of  models  Since only one training example per model was available
from the database a sequential training procedure was used including several parameter
tying methods  Reestimation of the model parameters is based on the models trained in
the previous step and is performed with the BaumWelch algorithm as follows	
 Estimating variances for one global model 
 Reestimating means mixture weights and transition probabilities for subject inde
pendent word models 
 Reestimating the mean and mixture weights for subject dependent word models 
All HMMs therefore share the same variances and the transition probabilities of any word
class are tied for all subjects  Only the means and mixture weights are estimated in
dividually for each class and each subject  Identication is performed with the models
corresponding to the spoken word  The likelihood for each speaker is estimated and the
speaker with the highest likelihood is chosen as the identied person 
Table  
	 Person identication rate for multiple HMMs MHMM single HMM SHMM
and Gaussian mixture model GMM using dierent kinds of visual and acoustic features 
Task Shape Int  Shape MFCC  MFCC 
 Shape % Int 
% Int  % MFCC 
MHMM     
    
   
SHMM            
GMM 
           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Figure  	 Speaker identication performance using multiple HMMs as a function of the
number of mixture components 
Results of the tests are summarised in Table  
  Figure   plots the performance of
the dierent features as a function of the number of mixture components  Best results
were obtained by using about  components depending on the used feature vectors 
The performance for intensity parameters was higher than for shape parameters and the
combination of both parameter sets outperformed both single parameter sets  Combining
the visual features with the acoustic features led to slightly higher performance than for
both single modalities 
Surprisingly the performance with visual features was substantially higher than with
acoustic features  Even the acoustic features MFCC  with a more than three time
higher frame rate performed signicantly worse than the visual features  One reason for
the poor performance using the acoustic features might be the very small training and
test durations used  Table   displays the average training and test durations for the
dierent models  Typical durations for acoustic speaker recognition systems are about
Table  	 Average training and test duration for the dierent speaker models 
Task Training time in sec Test time in sec
MHMM    
SHMM 
   
GMM 
   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 seconds for training and about 

 seconds for testing 
  Speaker recognition
performance is often evaluated as a function of training duration and test duration and
typically the performance increases if either of those durations is increased  Compared to
acoustic features the visual features achieved considerably higher performance for short
training and test durations 
 Single HMM
The Single HMM method was introduced to circumvent the problem of parameter estima
tion given a very small amount of training data  It can be viewed as a mixture between the
HMM and the GMM in that one multistate model is used to model all words  One HMM
was built per subject representing all utterances  The motivation behind this approach is
to construct one model which represents dierent word classes by dierent mixture com
ponents  Parameter estimation was not as critical as in text dependent mode and was
performed as follows	
 Estimating variances means and mixture weights for one global model 
 Reestimating mean mixture weights and transition probabilities for a speaker in
dependent model 
Only the variances are therefore tied across all models  The identication experiments are
textindependent since only one model is trained per speaker 
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Figure  	 Speaker identication performance using a single HMM as a function of the
number of mixture components 
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Table  
 shows the results for this modelling method and Fig    displays the per
formance for dierent numbers of mixture components  Best performance was obtained by
using both shape and intensity parameters  The performance for this model is higher than
for the Multiple HMM method which might be due to the larger training date available
per model  For both HMM approaches the performance was higher for intensity para
meters than for shape parameters  Similar to the multiple HMM method both acoustic
feature representations performed worse than the intensity features and worse than the
combination of shape and intensity features 
 Gaussian Mixture Speaker Model
For speaker recognition tests by GMMs a single GMM was trained per speaker  Exper
iments were performed for dierent feature representations and for dierent numbers of
mixture components  As only one model was used to represent a certain speaker the
identication tests were text independent 
Shape + Intensity + MFCC_30
Shape + Intensity
MFCC_100
MFCC_30
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Figure  	 Speaker identication performance using GMMs as a function of the number
of mixture components 
Identication results for dierent feature representations can be found in Table  
 
The identication rate as a function of the number of mixture component is displayed in
Fig     The GMM method obtained comparable results to both HMM models across all
visual feature representations  The performance for acoustic features is slightly lower than
for the HMM modelling techniques  Highest results are obtained by the visual intensity
features  Similar to the HMM methods the performance for the visual features is consid
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erably higher then for both acoustic feature sets  Using visual features or acousticvisual
features resulted in very high performance even for very few mixture components 
	
 Experiments on the MVTS Database
This section describes person recognition experiments on the MVTS database using either
Gaussian mixture models GMMs or hidden Markov models HMMs for speaker mod
elling  Visual features were extracted from lip tracking results as described in Chap   
The rst three shots of the database were used for training and the 
th
and 
th
shot for
the tests  One shot of a person consists of the sequence of digits from zero to neuf 
This resulted in an average training time of 
  seconds and an average test time of  
seconds  Visual feature vectors were composed of 
 shape parameters and 
 intensity
parameters 
	 Gaussian Mixture Speaker Models
This model was tested for visual features only  The feature vector was composed of either
shape features or intensity features or both combined  Additional experiments were per
formed by including rst order temporal dierence parameters  in the feature vector 
One GMM was build per person from the training data and the whole test sequence was
used for identication 
Table  	 Results for person identication tests on the MVTS database using GMMs
with four mixture components  Results are shown for dierent feature vectors using either
Shot  or the more dicult sequences of Shot  as test set 
Parameters Shot  Shot 
shape    
shape %     
intensity    
intensity %     
shape % intensity    
shape % intensity %     
Results for visual speaker identication using GMMs with four mixture components
are shown in Tab     The intensity features seem to convey more person dependent
information than shape features and obtain person identication performance up to 
for Shot   Delta information seems to improve the performance for shape features but
not for intensity features  The performance using Shot  as test shot which is the most
dicult shot to recognise is considerably lower than the performance for Shot  
Figure   displays the identication rate for dierent feature vectors as a function
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Figure  	 Speaker identication performance on the MVTS database using Shot  as
test sequence  Results are shown for dierent feature representations as a function of the
number of mixture components 
of the number of mixture components  Results are shown using Shot  as test shot  For
intensity parameters the performance increases with the number of mixture components
and reaches a saturation at about 
 mixtures  Intensity dierence parameters do not im
prove the identication rate  The performance of shape parameters is considerably lower
than for intensity parameters but shape dierence parameters improve the identication
rate  Using combined shape and intensity parameters outperforms the intensity paramet
ers only for models with a small number of mixture components  The inclusion of delta
parameters generally leads to higher identication rates  Overall best results are obtained
using intensity features and 
 mixture components which led to an identication rate of
  
	  Hidden Markov Speaker Models
The results for experiments using HMMs are based on the work described in   
The visual feature vector was composed of 
 shape parameters 
 intensity parameters
and the scale  One HMM was constructed for each person and each digit and the number
of states was chosen to be one or two depending on the digit length  All HMM state
distributions were modelled by a single Gaussian distribution with a diagonal covariance
matrix  Identication was based on MAP classication using the whole test sequence  The
rst three shots were used for training and the 
th
and 
th
shot for tests 
The performance of the visual modality is substantially lower than for the acoustic
modality  However the combination of both subsystems improves the identication rate
of the acoustic system for Shot  from   to 
  Jourlin et al  have also performed
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Table  	 Person identication tests on the MVTS database using Hidden Markov
Speaker Models  Results are shown using either Shot  or Shot  as test shot after
  
Modality Shot  Shot 
Visual    
Acoustic 
   
AcousticVisual 
  
 
speaker verication experiments using parallel feature models and have shown that the
false acceptance rate of the acoustic subsystem could be reduced from   to   by
the acousticvisual subsystem  The false rejection score of both systems was   
	 Discussion
This chapter has described a novel approach for person recognition based on visual speaker
models  Speaker models are trained on visual speech features extracted from lip tracking
results which represent both shape and intensity information  Gaussian mixture models or
hidden Markov models are used to build spatiotemporal models of talking persons  The
proposed method bridges the gap between face recognition systems and speaker recognition
systems by modelling the temporal visual changes during speech production  It is there
fore well suited for combination with these methods to build multimodal authentication
systems 
Visual speaker identication experiments on the Tulips
 database resulted in high
performance using either GMMs or HMMs  Surprisingly the performance of the system
using visual features was higher than the performance for the acoustic features  These res
ults suggest that the visual features provide more discriminant information than acoustic
features for the given task with very short training and test periods 
Experiments on the MVTS database demonstrated high performance for both the
visual GMM system and the visual HMM system  In contrast to the experiments on the
Tulips
 database the performance of the visual system was substantially lower than for
the acoustic system  This could be due to the following factors	
 The visual frame rate which is about three times lower than the acoustic frame rate 
 Incorrect tracking performance which was not evaluated on the MVTS database 
 The reduced visual intensity features used for the MVTS database 
 The used feature representation might be inappropriate 
 The modelling technique itself which might be inappropriate 
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 The discriminative information of the visual modality might be smaller than for the
acoustic modality 
How much each of these factors aects the identication rate of the system is not known 
Future research should therefore investigate the in#uence of these factors on the perform
ance of visual speaker recognition systems 
Acoustic speaker recognition performance typically increases if either the training dur
ation or the test duration is increased above the usual durations  The performance of the
visual system however turned out to be very high even for very small training and test
periods when tested on the Tulips
 database  This is likely to be due to the shape in
variant intensity features which appear to be less variable during speech production than
shape features  Intensity features therefore provide features which are robust to mouth
deformation which enables to train and test models with very short feature sequences 
For intensity features results were generally worse by the inclusion of delta features 
This might be due to the small size of the training set or due to the nondiscriminative
nature of these parameters for speaker recognition  Whereas in speech recognition delta
features have been shown to convey important speech information which is robust across
speakers in speaker recognition the absolute features seem to contain most discriminative
information 
Initial experiments for combining the proposed modality with an acoustic speaker
verication system have shown that the false acceptance error could be reduced by a factor
of    These results indicate that both modalities contain complementary information and
that the proposed method can improve the performance of acoustic speaker recognition
systems 
Chapter 
Conclusions and Future Work

  Conclusions
The thesis has described methods for the extraction of visual speech features and their
modelling for visual speech recognition and visual speaker recognition 
Lip localisation lip tracking and feature extraction is based on a deformable model
which is learned by examining the statistics of a representative training set  This ensures
that the model can only deform in ways consistent with the training set  The shape is
decomposed into a weighted sum of basis shapes using a KarhunenLoeve KL expansion 
Similarly the intensity around the mouth area is decomposed into a weighted sum of basis
shapes using a KL expansion  The considered intensity areas deform with the shape model
to represent shape independent intensity information  This enables the modelling of both
shape and intensity with a small number of parameters 
Image search is performed by computing the cost between the model and the image
using the Downhill Simplex Method to nd a minimum  The cost is dened as the sum
of the square errors between the intensity model and the image  The prior probabilities of
dierent shapes and dierent intensities are assumed to be equal within certain statistical
limits  This formulation enables robust image search for various subjects and for uncon
trolled lighting conditions  The method was tested on two publicly available databases and
was found to achieve stateoftheart performance  It has been shown to outperform gradi
ent based search methods and to model both shape deformation and object appearance
more specically than previously reported methods 
Speech features can be recovered from lip tracking results and describe shape and
intensity appearance of the mouth  The features are invariant to scale translation and
rotation the shape features are also invariant to illumination  The sample space of the
intensity model deforms with the shape model and therefore represents intensity features
which are independent of the lip shape  The intensity features mainly account for speech
information like the visibility of teeth tongue and protrusion which is complementary to
the shape information provided by the shape parameters 
A speechreading system has been presented which models visual speech by hidden
Markov models using the extracted visual parameters as features  Using visual informa
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tion only the system obtained performance levels on a digit recognition task similar to the
performance of humans with no lipreading knowledge  The proposed method outperformed
all image based approaches which were compared by Gray et al  
 for the same recog
nition task  Gray et al  have also shown that the performance of image based approaches
can be considerably improved by the use of the lip model described here 
Visual features vary considerably across speakers due to individual appearances and
dierent mouth movements which makes speaker independent speechreading very di
cult  The experiment on the MVTS database is one of the largest studies about speaker
independent continuous speechreading  Results have shown that the proposed method gen
eralises well to new speakers  The system obtained an accuracy of up to   for a speaker
independent continuous digit recognition task of French digits using visual features only 
The visual speech recognition experiments suggest that the period of quasistationary
segments of visual speech features is similar to the used sample periods   msec and
 msec or even shorter  The assumption of picewise stationary segments made by HMMs
might therefore not be appropriate for visual speech  These results further indicate that
higher frame rates for the image acquisition might lead to higher recognition performance 
This is also supported by psychological studies which suggest that high speechreading
performance by humans is highly correlated with the speed of lowlevel visual neural
processing 
A new modality for person authentication has been introduced based on spatio
temporal modelling of visual speech features  The extracted features provide detailed
information about shape intensity and their temporal dependencies during speech produc
tion  They therefore do not only contain speech information but also specic information
about a persons articulators and about the way a person speaks  Two speaker model
ling techniques have been proposed Gaussian mixture speaker models which is a text
independent method and hidden Markov speaker models which performs text dependent
recognition 
Both methods have been shown to obtained good identication performance on the
Tulips
 database using visual speech features only  The identication system achieved
  correct identication on the Tulips
 database of 
 subjects using visual features
only which was considerably higher than the performance using acoustic features  This
indicates that for short training and test periods visual features lead to higher performance
than acoustic features  The visual speaker identication system obtained up to  
correct identication on the MVTS database of  subjects 
The authentication method can be considered as an approach between face recogni
tion and speaker recognition and it is proposed for combination with these modalities
to build multimodal verication systems  Two multimodal architectures were described
the composite feature model and the parallel feature model  Both models were shown to
improve the performance of unimodal systems  The benet of the visual modality has been
demonstrated for verication experiments on the MVTS database where the integrated
system reduced the false acceptance rate of the acoustic subsystem from   to   
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 Future Work
There are several possibilities to improve the the performance of lip model with regards
to robustness specicity and computation time during image search	
 Image search could be made more specic by separating variability due to subject
identity and variability due to speech production for example such as described in
  Both sources of variability should be used for locating the mouth in the rst
images since both the identity and the conguration of the mouth is not known  But
during tracking the parameters accounting for identity could be frozen and only the
parameters which account for speech production could be used during image search 
 Shape variability and intensity variability have so far been treated separately al
though they appear to be clearly related  Particularly the intensity values at the
mouth opening are clearly correlated with the shape of the mouth opening  The
combined processing of shape and intensity information as described in  is there
fore likely to represent the model more compactly and to reduce the possibility of
illegal shape  intensity parameter combinations 
 The method currently requires an initial estimate of the lip position relatively close to
the actual position  This requirement could be relaxed by the use of multiresolution
image search   This consists on a coarsetone search strategy which also uses
models of dierent resolution  The search is initialised at the coarsest resolution and
progressively changes to smaller resolutions  Image search is therefore much faster
and more robust 
 To increase the robustness and speed of the tracking algorithm it might be advant
ageous to use a tracking algorithm for predicting future observations  The Kalman
lter consists of both a system model and a measurement model which makes it
appropriate for this application 
 Some applications allow to acquire the image of the mouth of the talking person in
a relatively constrained manner  These include the use of head sets with integrated
cameras and masks of an airplane pilot  In most applications however the pose
of the face is not known and the illumination can be highly variable  To apply the
system for a realworld application where only the coarse position of the person is
known an algorithm with locates and tracks head and mouth are highly desirable 
The mouth model can then be combined with a face or head model to make image
search more robust and to constrain the deformation and pose of the lips to conform
with the other facial parts 
 In order to use the proposed feature extraction and modelling methods in real world
applications it needs to be able to deal with D rotations of the head  The used
images did not include images with large rotations in D but is has been shown
in 
 that a similar model of the face is able to recover vertical and horizontal
rotation of at least    degrees  It should therefore also be possible for the lip
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model to recover such rotations and to provide features which are robust to such
variability 
With respect to ASR it seems inevitable that future system will have to make use of all
knowledge sources used by humans which includes speechreading to achieve performance
levels close to those of humans  Similarly person authentication systems should make
use of several knowledge sources to improve the reliability of the systems  Although the
presented speechreading system and the visual speaker recognition system have been shown
to obtained high performances there are still several issues that require further research
particularly with respect to their in#uence on the performance of the two systems  Among
these are	
 The optimal frame rate of the visual features needs to be investigated and their
in#uence on the performance of the system 
 The performance of the lip tracker plays a crucial role in the quality of the visual
features  The possibility to evaluate the performance separately would therefore be
advantageous 
 So far only simple feature representations have been evaluated which either describe
the lip contours or the intensity around the mouth area  Further research is neces
sary to investigate alternative features particularly representations which consider
temporal properties 
 The appropriateness of HMM as modelling technique needs to be further evaluated
particularly with respect to the assumptions made by them 
 The main benet of the described visual speech and speaker modelling techniques
is their ability to improve the performance of unimodal systems  A central issue is
therefore the combination of dierent modalities which requires further research 
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